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LL IvrEs are, and in the nature of things must be, more 
or less alike. The field is not wide enough to aclmit of 
variety of treatment, and even the material in many cases 
is prescribed. A transcendent genius, under such circum-
stances, might find it difficult to be original,- and none of 
us answers that description. 
Therefore, for these and other reasons, it is not probable, we 
think, that this Ivv should be much different from the general run. 
All that we can claim for it is that it has received our best service 
and care, and that it is quite as good, allowances being made for 
accidents, as we can make it. 
For all errors or omissions, if there be any, we ask your pardon; 
for all innovations, your forbearance at least; and for all that pleases 
you, your commendation. Finally, to those who have aided us in 
our work, fellow-students, friends, and especially alumni, we extend 
our hearty thanks. 
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J-liS College was chartered by the State of Connecticut in 1823. Its fi rst 
class was graduated in 1827. lt was founded by Episcopalians under 
the leadership of the Right Rev. Thomas Church Brownell, and has 
been fostered especially by members of that communion, but it is gov-
erned by a self-perpetuating Board of Trustees not under ecclesiast ical control. 
\Vhile attached to the interests of its church, it is not sectarian. It has included 
among its students men of every faith. It is a generously equipped secular in-
stitution, religious in spirit and motives, but not ecclesiastical. It gives its advan-
tages to all properly qualified candidates. irrespective of religious affiliations. 
The corps of instruction· consists of twelve professors, five lecturers, eight 
instructors. and a librarian. 
Qlnursrs of J.lmdrufltnn 
The College offers four courses of instruction, VIZ . : 
I. A Cou1·se In Arts. 
II. A Course Ill Letters and Science. 
III. A Course In Science. 
IV. A Course in Letter . 
The courses extend over four years. Students completing the course in Arts 
receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts. Students completing the cour e in Letters 
and cience or the Course in Science receive the degree of Bachelor of Science, 
and those completing the Course in Letters receive the deg1·ee of Bachelor of 
Letters. 
Students who do not propose to pursue all the stud ies of any of the regular 
courses may be permitted, under the name of special students, to attend any class 
in such studies as, upon examination. they are found qualified to pursue. Upon 
honorable dismissal, they are entitled to a certificate from the President, sta ting 
the studies which they have pursued. fn certain departments the College offers 
also instructions for graduate students. The departments of instruct ion in the 
Co ll ege number twenty-fom. including eighty-two elective and voluntary courses. 
The number of the teaching force, large relatively to the number of those 
taught, admits of a close relation between instructors and students. Each student 
is held accountable for his work e\·ery day, and receives personal encouragement 
and guidance in a degree impossible where the number of the taught is greateL 
Practical research and laboratory methods arc applied wherever poss1blc. 
The College Library, numbering 43.000 volumes. is under the superintendence 
of a professional libra ri an, who guides the students in the use of books. T hey 
have a lso at their command the vVatkinson Reference Library of so.ooo volumes, 
the Library of the Connecticut Jl istorical Society, and the Hartford Public 
Library, with its well-stocked reading rooms. 
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tGaboratorir.a anll ®b.arruatory 
The Jarvis Physical Laboratory contains, in addition to the lecture and ap-
paratus rooms, a large laboratory for work in the elementary courses, a reference 
library and several smaller laboratories adapted and devoted to ad1•anced work of 
a special character. The laboratory has a very complete equipment for work in 
all the branches of Physics. Special attention has been given to making the 
facilities for work in electricity as complete a possible. The department is pro-
vided with standard apparatus for electrical measurements, and has a workshop, 
steam engine and direct current and polyphase alternating current generators for 
its special use. 
The Jarvis Chemical Laboratory is well equipped for work in general experi-
mental and organic chemistry, in qualitative and quantitative analysis, and in 
assaying and gas analysis. The main laboratory has desk space for thirty students 
working at one time. This room is devoted to work in general experimental 
chemistry and qualitative analysis. For work in quantitative analysis and organic 
chemistry sep:nate laboratories are provided and properly equipped. A room set 
apart for assaying is fitted up with suitable furnaces and other necessary material. 
The new Hall of atural History contains biological, botanical, geological, 
and mineralogical laboratories provided with every modern equipment. 
The Observatory contains a six and a half inch refractor, a two and a half 
inch transit, a standard clock, a chronograph, a smaller refractor, a portable tran-
sit, a sextant, and conveniences for the simpler work in astronomical photography. 
<&ymna.aium anll .i\tlrlrtir JJHrlll 
A Gymnas ium is supplied with the best apparatus, in the usc of which the 
students are trained by a special instructor. An Athletic Field on the College 
grounds is to be extended and perfected at an expen e of $ro,ooo, contributed 
by friends and alumni of the College. 
The Russell Fellowship, yielding about $-lOO, is awarded biennially to a 
member of the graduating class, of uperior ability, who engages to pursue an 
approved course of graduate study at Trinity College or at some foreign uni-
versity. The Holland Scholarships, each having an annual value of $6oo, are 
awarded to the students attaining the highest rank in the Junior, Sophomore, 
and Freshman classes respectively. Prizes of the aggregate value of $.:t90 are 
awarded in the several depa1·tments. 
The amount of the Treasurer's bill each year varies from $177.50 to $242.50. 
Board can be obtained at $3.50 a week and upwards, making the cost of board for 
thirty-seven weeks at the lowest rate $129.50. The amount of the Treasurer's 
bills can be reduced to holders of beneficiary scholarships, of which then: are more 
than fifty. 
~ituation 
The buildings of the College are situated on a site commanding beautiful vie11·s 
111 the southern part of Hartford, itself one of the most beautiful cities of New 
England. The largest of the buildings, more than 6oo feet in length, intended 
to form the west side of a great quadrangle, i of stone in the English secular 
gothic style, and is one of the most notable collegiate buildings of the country. 
The Jarvis Laboratories, the Hall of Natural History, and the Gymnasium, are 
tasteful and commodious structures of brick. All of the college fraternities have 
special chapter houses. 
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IDI1r il\rb. ~rorgr 11tlfillirumtott §mit~. iJll .. iGiG.m. 115 Vernon St. 
President, and Hobart Professor of Metaphysics; B.A., Hobart, '57. D. D., 'So; 
D. D., Columbia; LL.D., Trinity, '87; Chaplain, U.S.N., 1864; acting Pro· 
fessor of Mathematics, U. S. Naval Academy, Newport, 1864-5; Chaplain at 
Annapolis, •86s-8; Rector in various places till 1883; President of Trinity, 
t88J-. 
1 5 Seabury Hall 
Brownell Professor of Moral Philosophy Emeritus; B.A., Trinity, '41; A.)I., 
'44; D.D., St. Stephens, '6s; LL .D., Columbia, '77; Classical Tutor and 
Lecturer on Chemistry, Trinity, '43-'47; ::>covill Professor of Chemistry and 
Natural Science, Trinity, '54-'77; President of Trinity, '74-'83; Professor of 
i\loral Philosophy since 1877; Associate Fellow of the American Academy of 
the Arts and Sciences, Boston; Vice-President of the American Meteorological 
Society; Fellow of the A.A.A.S.; member of the Geological Society of France; 
Trustee of the General Theological Seminary; author of ''Treatise on 
Chemical Physics," "Life of Bishop Butler." 
1 Columbia St. 
Seabury Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, and ::>ecretary; B.A., 
Trinity, '7o; Ph.D ., '¢; Professor at Trinity since r883; member of the Amer i-
can Society of Mechanical Engineers. 
123 Vernon St. 
Northam Professor of History and Political Science; B.A., Trinity, '68; M.A., 
'75; LL.D., 1900; Professor at Trinity, 1883-; member of the American His-
torical Association; author of "Four Periods in the Life of the Church," 
''Essays on American History." 
69 Vernon St. 
Professor of English Literature; B.A ., Yale, 'ss; M.A., '83 ; L.H.D., '95; 
Assistant Professor of Mathematics, U. S. Naval Academy, t86s-7o; Professor 
at Trinity, 1883-; author of" English ·words," "Three Englishmen and Three 
Americans,"" Elements of Literary Criticism," '' \Vhat Can I Do for Brady? 
and Other Verse,"" Outline History of English and American Literature." 
ID~r i!\rb. 1Jo~tt 1Jamrn iirQloolt, it.A. 396 Main St. 
Professor of Modern Languages; B.A., Trinity, '63; studied at Jefferson Col-
lege, New York College of Physicians and Surgeons, and Berkeley Divinity 
School ; Second Lieutenant First Virginia Volunteer Infantry; Professor at 
Trinity since 1883; Rector of St. John's Church, East Hartford, since r~; 
author of reports on poor-law administration and prison reform ; a lso of 
numerous magazine articles on vagabondage, venality, pauperism , d rink, etc. 
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35 Forest St. 
Scovill Professor of Chemistry and Natural Science; B.A., Beloit College, 
Wisconsin, '76; Ph.D ., Gottingen; Chemist for the U. S. Geological Survey, 
t88-l-7; Professor of Chemistry, National College of Pharmacy, 1885-7. 
llfinfn~ il{obrrt .tttlartjtt, 1£1£.1B., JqJil. 21 J arvis Hall 
Professor of Oriental and Modern Languages; B.A., Princeton, '72; Ph. D ., 
Tiibingen, '87; studied in Berlin and Leipzig as Classical Fellow from Prince-
ton; P rofessor at Trinity since 1888. 
llirault (!Iolr ilabbitt, J lTJil. . 65 Vernon St. 
Professor of the Greek Language and Literature; B.A. , Harvard, 'go; M.A ., 
'92; Ph .D., '95; Fellow of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens, 
18g5-<>; Instructor in Greek at Harvard, 18g6-8; Professor at Trinity, 18gg-; 
member of the American Archreological Institute; member of the American 
Philological Association; author of "Greek Grammar," also papers in A m eri-
can Journal of Archreology and in Harvard Studies in Classical Philology. 
27 Wet hersfie ld Ave. 
J . Pierpont Ill organ Professor of Natural History; B.S., Lombard, '8-l; B.S., 
Indiana, ' 6; i\f.A., Indiana, '87; Ph. D., Leipzig, 'go; Fellow in Clark Uni-
versity, 18<)0-2; Assistant Professor of Biology, University of Texas, 1&)2-J; 
Adjunct Professor of Biology, same, 1893-4; Professor of Biology, University 
of Cincinnati, 18g-l-'900i member of the American Society of Naturalists; 
member of the American Morphological Society; President of the American 
Folk-Lore Society; Socio Corresponsal de la Sociedad de Geografia y Esta-
distica, IIIexil;o; Socio Honorario de la Sociedad Mexicana de Historia atural ; 
Socio Honora rio de la Soctedad Antonio Alzate; author of numerous articles in 
scientific journals. 
109 Elm St. 
Professor of the Latin Language and Literature; B.A., Columbia, '93; M.A., 
Harvard, 'g6; Ph.D., Harvard, '98; Instructor in Latin in University of Cali -
fornia, t8g8-1go1 ; author philological articles, occasional poems in The Book-
man, "The Fighting Bishop." 
llfilhur ~aral1all 1\trbatt, J l7.1il. 74 Vernon St. 
Professor of Philosophy; B.A., Princeton; Ph.D., Leipzig, '97; studied at Jena 
and Leipzig; Reader in Philosophy, Princeton; Professor of Philosophy, 
Ursin us College; member of American Psychological Association and of the 
American Philosophical Association. 
i~rnry .1\uguatua Jrrkiua, .fltlt.l\., I .I. 22 J ar vis Hall 
Professor of Physics; B.A. , Yale, 'g6; :!.I.A., Columbia, '99; E.E., '99. 
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20 Buckingham St. 
Instructor_in Natural History; studied dt a famous" gymnasium" in Leipzig; 
then went to the University, where he obtained his degree, taking the highest 
rank in ·ooth places. He has assisted Professor Edwards since 1901. 
54 Woodland St. 
Lecturer on Hygiene; Ph.B., Yale; 1\l.D., Columbia; studied also in St. 
Luke's Hospital, New York City, and in Germany; member of the American 
Medical Association and of the Connecticut Medical Association. 
Wtlliam 1!lrnhmn .ttanrgan, .tta.A .. .tta.1!1. 108 Farmington Ave. 
Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiology; B.A., Trinity, '72; M.A., '76; 1\l. D., 
College of Physicians and Surgeons, '76; Lecturer at Trinity since t&)J. 
Philadelphia 
Lecturer on Law; B.A., 'l'rinity, '79; L .II.D., Western Univer;ity of Penn-
sylvania; Harvard Law School; Trustee of Trinity, 1895· Author: "Making 
of Pennsylvania;" "Pennsylvania, Colony and Commonwealth;" "The Evo-
lution of the Constitution;" "Men, vVomen, and Manner~ in Colonial Times; " 
"The True Benjamin Franklin;" '• The True ·william Peun;" also many 
magazine articles of very wide influence. 
111 r.rllrrtr i.l\nbrrtantt 16;nnry. llfli. m. ew Haven 
Instructor in Drawing and Descriptive Geometry; Ph.B., Yale, '85; i\larine 
Engineer's Certificate from the London Board of Trade, '71; Instructor in 
Trinity, Smith College, Sheffield Scientific School, and in the Yale School of 
Fine Arts. Author: "Linear Perspective;" also numerous artkles in scientific 
periodicals. 
Wallin ~rlllrn Jratt. m.A., .mus.1!1. 86 Gillett St. 
Instructor in Elocution; B.A., Williams, '78; i\l.A. , '81; Johns Hopkins, '78-'So; 
Fellow in h:sthetics and History of Art in the same, '79-'So; Assistant Director 
of the Metropolitan i\Iuseum of Art, New York, 188o-2; Registrar of Hartford 
Theological Seminary, 1888-<;)5; now Professor. of 1\Iusic and Hymnology, same; 
Instructor at Trinity smce t&)•; Lecturer on l\lusical History and Science, 
Smith College, 1&)5-; same, Mt. Holyoke College, 18<)6-9; Conductor of 
Hartford Choral Union, 1882-91; member of 1\Iusic Teachers' National Asso-
ciation ; Honorary Vice-President of the American Guild of Organists; 
member of the lnternational Society of l\lusicians; Editor of various publi-
cations. 
Oyster Bay, L. I. 
Lecturer in Geology; B.A., Trinity, '90, i\I.A ., Harvard, '93· 
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'. 
llilliam Nrwtt~am OLarltott . Library 
Librarian and Assistant in English. 
69 Allen Place 
As istant in the Department of History and Political Science; B.A., Haverford , 
'97; Ph.D., University of P ennsylvania; studied a lso at Columbia; Fellow in 
Political Economy and Finance at Cornell, I8gr1900 ; member of the American 
Economics Association and of the American Academy of Political and Social 
cience. 
55 Garden St. 
Instructor in the Gymnasium. 
1ol7tt 1Butlrr ~rOLook, 1B . .§., ~-~- 396 Main St. 
l\Iedical Director; B.S., Trinity, '90; M.D. , College of Physicians a nd Sur-
geons, '94· 
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Presidmt 
LUKE A. L OCKWOOD, '55 
Viu-Pruidmt 
w. C. SKINNER, '76 
Secretary Treasurer 
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Presidmt 
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P•·esident 
J. EWING MEARS, M.D., '58 
Vice-President 
WILLIAM DRAYTON, '71 
Secretary 
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E xecutive Committee 
H . GoRDON McCouGH, '75 SYDNEY G. FISHER , ' 79 
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Secret,u-y 
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Residence 
} Hartford 
H. E. Russell Fellow 
LEWIS A. STORRS, B.A., Yale 1889 . Hartford 
HowARD CuRTIS MEsERVE, B.A., Bucknell} 
University, 1900 . . Hartford 
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B.A.,} . Hartford 
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A. C. SHORT 
c. E. BRUCE 
P. H. BRADIN 
P . H . BRADIN 
P. S. CLARKE 
~tstnry 
~ 
• 0 judge from many of the class histories which have appeared in the 
'·Ivy," the chief thing which the historian must do is to start off by 
mentioning the "ivy-clad walls of alma mater," and wind up with a 
few lofty sentiments and the class motto. ow this is undoubtedly 
a good plan, btl! at the same time a little variation from the usual order might 
not be amiss. Of comse, we of the Senior Class know that we are going to 
graduate, and lea,·e college, and get out in the world, and hustle around, and 
remember Trinity, and grasp each other by the hand before we part, and do a 
number of other things prescribed by the laws of nature and the statutes of the 
college. But what's the use of making a class history read like an epitaph? 
\Ve started in at Trinity with a good deal of hope, and plenty of self-con-
fidence. We have never lost the hope, but it has taken a couple of years to get 
back the confidence after the Sophomores got through with it. In our Sophomore 
year we made the usual changes, and tried to be important. Then came the 
Junior year, in which there really was a change. We refer to the l\Ioral Phil-
osophy department. vVe question if any class e\·er had its faith in humanity so 
shaken as did 1903 when the class assembled in the Ethic's room. Then, when 
the year was over, and we were waiting to see the next victims go up and be 
slaughtered, the faculty decided that Ethics would be an elective. "This was the 
most unkinclest cut of all"- and, by the way, it wa about the only voluntary 
cut we ever did gel from the faculty. 
Now, 1903 are Seniors. \Vhen we were Freshmen that word used to call up 
pictures of grave personages walking around with the cares of life hanging all 
over them. How different is the realization! It doesn't mean "grave person-
ages" at all. A Senior i a real human being, j usl like any one else, and perhaps 
even a little more so. The .. care of life" are really the struggle \\·hich comes 
between June rst and the time when we respond to a request in Latin to come up 
and receive a document to take home and hang up beside our high school dip-
loma. Senior year has been about the same as preceding senior years. We gave 
a class banquet this yea1·, as a new departure, and it seemed to be a good idea. 
We also had a new depart me tried on us- the new absence system. It has also 
seemed to be a good idea. (These two sentences may seem a trifle incongruous 
at first, but when you think it o\·er you will find that the banquet and the absence 
are pretty closely connected.) 
So we have come to the end of our college course. As a class we think we 
have done as well as the average. If anyone thinks we have done better than that, 
we will leave it to them to say so. \Ve have won some victories, sustained some 
defeats, made plenty of mistakes, and are now about to go away. If we have 
been a credit to Trinity, we have clone something. As a class, we are not anxious 
to go. If we could stay another four years here, we'd jump at the chance. But 
there are other things for us to do. vVe shall always, we hope, be Joyal to 
Trinity, but, like the small boys ready for the first swim of the season, it is our 
tum to jump in. It's hard to start, but after you get in, fellows, keep right on, 
and, no matte1· how unpleasant it may seem, remember the small boy, and "holler" 
back to the other classes: "Come on, fellers, 't ain't cold!" P. S. C. 
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First Mackay-Smith Prize (•); First Chemical Prize (3). 
PERCIVAL HA UTREY BRADIN, A~<!> . Hartford 
Room 
43 J. H. 
44 J. H. 
Football Team (•); Baseball Team (2, 3, 4); Sophomore Dining Club; IQ03]unior Prom-
enade Committee; Manager Basketball Team (4). 
HENRY DAY BRIGHAM, ~'l' . East Orang~. N. J. II J. H. 
Baseball Team (r, • , 3· 4); Sophomore Dining Club; President of Class (•) 2d term; Ger-
man Club (3, 4); Representative N. E. I. Tennis Association (r, 3); Secretary and Treasurer 
Junior Promenade Committee; College Tennis Champion (2, 3); Captain Baseball Team 
(4); Football Team (4); Basketball Team (4 ) ; Senior Honorary Society; Pres. Tennis 
Association (4). 
CHARLES ERASTUS BRUCE, Jr., ~'lr. Elmira , N. Y. II J. H . 
Sophomore Dining Club; Junior Promenade Committee; Football Team (3, 4); Glee 
Club (3, 4); :Manager Musical Organizations (4). 
HENRY BERNARD CARPENTER, 'l''l' . Brooklyn, N. V. 14 N. T. 
Mandolin Club (•, 3, 4); Banjo Club (3, 4); Glee Club (4). 
PHILIP SAFFORD CLARKE, <l?r~ Point Pleasmzt, N. J. 17 N. T. 
Tablet Board (2, 3, 4); Managing Editor Trinity Tablet (3, 4); Mandolin Club (2); Glee 
Club (3. 4); '903 IVY Board. 
ORA WILFRED CRAIG, AXP . As!tland, N . H. IN. T. 
RICHARD ARTHUR EDWARDS, ~KE P ortland 39 J. H . 
'903 IvY Board. 
CLARK THOMPSON FALKNOR, <I>r~ Hartford 502 Hfd. Fire Bid. 
Second Mackay-Smith Prize (•); Football Team (4). 
KARL HERBERT FENNING, <l?r~ U7ashington, D.C. 17 N. T. 
IQ03 I VY Board; Second History Prize (J); Second Mackay-Smith Prize (3). 
}AMES PHILIP GARVIN, '¥T . Sanbornville, N. H. I4 N. T. 
Football Team (3 , 4); Glee Club (4). 
HARRY CLIFFORD GoLDEN, '¥T, <I>BK Kittanning, Pa. 43 J. H. 
Holland Prize Scholarship (r, 2); Second Goodwin Greek Pri?.e (I) ; Alumni English 
Prize (3, 4); Douglass Prize (3); Valedictorian; Debating Team (4). 
HuBERT DANA GooDALE, <I>r~ 
Second Chemical Prize (3). 
REEYE HuNTINGToN HuTCHINSON, ~-¥ 
Sujfidd 
Highland Park, ill. 
Suffield 
7 J. H. 
Track Team (•); Tablet Board (3, 4); German Club (3); Sophomore Dining Club; Man-
aging Editor Trinity Tablet (4). 
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JARVIS M c ALPI NE JoHNSON , '¥T Hartford 68 Vernon St. 
Football Team (r, 2, 3, 4); Track Team (2, 3, 4); Sophomore Dining Club; German Club 
(3, 4); Second Chemical Prize (3) . 
WILLIAM L ARCHAR, Jr., '¥T Providma, R. I. . IS N . T . 
Sophomore Dining Club; ~Iandolin Club (1); Banjo Club (1, 2, 3, 4); Leader Banjo Club 
(3, 4); Assistant Manager ~fusical Clubs (2, 3}; Assistant Manager Track Team (3}; Tablet 
Board (3, 4) ; Manager Track T eam (4) ; Class President (4) rst term ; Glee Club (4). 
HENRY LoUIS GODLOVE MEYER, <l"i' St. Louis, llfo. JO J. H . 
Football Team (t, 2, 3, 4); Class President (r) 2d term; Sophomore Dining Club; ?!lanag-
ing Editor '9"3 IVY; Senior Honorary Society; President T. C. A. A .; Holland Prize 
Scholarship (3}; Salutatorian; Debating Team (4). 
SAMUEL ST. J oHN MoRGAN, '¥T Hm·tford 16 N. T. 
Assistant Manager Baseball Team (2); Manager Baseball Team (3); Class President (2) 
rst term; Second Mackay-Smith Prize {2); Sophomore Dining Club; Hartford Admittitur 
Prize {r); Representative N. E. I. Tennis Association (2, 3); Junior Promenade Committee; 
Honor Oration ; Senior Honorary Society. 
ARTHUR CHADWELL SHORT, IKA St. Louis, lllo. 7 N. T. 
Sophomore Dining Club; '9"3 IVY Board; Junior Promenade Committee; Class Presi-
dent (4) 2d term. 
EDMUND CRAWFORD THOMAS, A<l<l> Tamaqua, Pa. 27 J. H. 
Tablet Board (3, 4}; Glee Club (3, 4); Assistant ::\!anager Football Team (3); l\[anager 
Football Team (4); Track Team (2, 3); Class President (3} zd term; Alumni English Prize 
(3, 4); :\Ian aging Editor r903 IVY; Whitlock Prize (3); Senior Honorary Society; Basket-
ball Team (4); Debating Team (4}. 
THEOPHILUS MI-NTON SYPHAX, <lKE Philadelpllia, Pa. . 3 N. T . 
Football Team (r, 2, 3, 4); Captain Football Team (4); Tablet BoarU. (2, 3, 4); Business 
Manager Trinity Tablet (•); Track Team (r, 2 , 3); Senior Honorary Society; Baseball 
Team {3, 4); Glee Club (4); Basketball Team (3, 4). 
ROBERT WIGHT TRENBATH, <lKE Somerville, N. J. . 39 J. H. 
Glee Club (2, "3, 4); ::\[andolin Club (2, 3, 4); Leader Glee Club (4); President Musical 
Clubs (4). 
HERVEY BOARDMAN VANDERBOGAR'f , <l>r<l Troy, N. Y. 29 J. H. 
Toucey Scholar; Tablet Board (2, 3, 4); Literary Editor Trinity Tablet; Alumni Eng-
lish Prize (4); First Whitlock Prize (4). · 
HAROLD CLIFTON V AN W EELDE:-1, AXP Baby/01z, N. Y. 33 J. H . 
Football Team (3, 4); Basketball Team (2, 3, 4); Track Team (2, 3• 4); Captain Basket-
ball Team (4); Holder of Intercollegiate Record for Broad Jump (3). 
~.p.rrial 
GEoRGE DouGLAS RANKIN, '¥T Saybrook Point 17 S. H. 
Track Team (•, 3, 4}; Baseball Team (r); Captain Track Team (3, 4); Class President 
( J) rst term; Sophomore Dining Club; Junior Promenade Committee; Senior Honorary 
Society; Winner Fall Tennis Tournament (3). 
WALTER SLATER TRUMBULL, '¥T Chicago, Ill. 17 s. H. 
Track Team (2, 3); Sophomore Dining Club; German Club (2, 3, 4}; Literary Editor 
'9"3 Ivv; Chairman Junior Promenade Committee; Football Team (r, 4). 
24 
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DuNCAN HoDGE BRowN, D.KE 
STUART HAROLD CLAPP, D.'¥ 
HARRY GREY COZZENS, IKA 
NoEL GILBERT CuNNINGIIAM, D.'¥ 
EDGAR J oHNSON DIBBLE, D.KE 
EDWARD WILLIAM FoTHERGILL 
RoBERT AsHLEY GAINES 
ADKINS HENRY, AD.cf> 
SAMUEL D. LINDSAY 
MALCOLM"' APPLETON MACLEAN, D.KE 
RonERT CAREY McKEAN, D.KE 
Ro BERT LI NCOLN McKEO N, AD.cf> 
CIIR!STOPI-IER CARSON THURBER, AXP 
CHARLES TowNSENI>, Jr., IKA 
WILLIAM WINTON TUCKER, AD.<!> 
JAMES Ro GERS VEITCH, cf>l'D. 
HowARD BELL ZIEGLER, AXP 
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Washington, D. C. 








w. G. WHERRY 
G. H. HEYN 
B. Q. MoRGAN 
B . Q. MoRGAN 




DARK BLUE AND WHITE 
Qlla.s.s ltll 
Trinity I Trinity I rah-rah-rah, 
Trinity I Trinity I wah-1vho-wah, 
Boom-a-lacka, boom-a-lacka, 
Roar, roar, roar, 








G. H. HEYN 
E. J. DIBBLE 
M. H. BUFFINGTON 
M. H. BuFFINGTON 





, • ..., ... _,.-.:c,T is not always the great things in life which prove the most -valuable. 
It is not always the large classes in college which form the best men. 
Some of the most successfnl and most highly esteemed of our alumni 
have been members of three of the smallest classes which Trinity rver 
graduated. And there is a reason for this: a small class develops individuality, 
for every man feels that he must do his share to uphold the good name of his 
class; in this way more than in any other hi s character is brought out. The clas. 
of rgo~ is one which displays marked individuality. The sma llness of its numbers 
impresses upon its members the necessity of every man doing something, be it in 
athletic or scholastic work. Thus the strong point of each man's character 
become clearly defined and more intensified. He learns to think for himself, to 
manage his own affairs, in sho rt, to be, in the full sense of the word, a '111011. 
And has not the class a record of which we may well be proud? In every 
branch of athletics, with the exception of the track, we have excelled. In the 
three years of our cou rse we have proved more than a match for 1903. When 
Freshmen we overwhelmingly defeated them in baseball; when Fre hmen also we 
conquered them in football, and for three consecutive years we have had the same 
success in basketball. On the 'Varsity teams our class has always been most 
creditably represented. In scholarship we are not behind any class in college. 
The year which i drawing to a close has been, on the whole, a very successful 
one for 'o~, despite the fact that we have lost several of our old classmates. 
Three men on the football team, and three on the baseball nine, is a fair showing 
in athletics. The Jnnior Promenade this year \\'as an immense success, and won 
us the hearty cong1·atulations of the whole college and the visitors. Those of 
our number who have filled posi tions as managers of various college organizations 
have done their work in an efficient manner. 
To our younger brothers, the Freshmen, who have so well acquitted them-
selves in all branches of college life, we say, pointing to I90~ as an example, " Go 
and do likewise." 
''A good character is the most precious possession" is the translation of our 
motto, and with that before us we shall not rest content with \\'hat we have 
already clone, bnt shall press on to greater deeds next year and in the years that 
are to follow. 
"A little one shall become a thonsa nd and a small one a great nation." 
P. L. L. 
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WALTER BEST ALLEN, D.~ . Bayonne, LV. I 8 J. H. 
Football Team (r, 2 , 3, 4); Captain Football Team (4); Literary Edito r rqo4 IvY; Junior 
Prome nade Committee; German Club; Sophomore Dining Club; Baseball Team (r, 2, 3) ; 
President T. C. I. F. L . 
FREDERICK BETHUNE BARTLETT, <J?rD. Sout!L Mancluster 9 N. T. 
Junior Promenade Committee ; Glee Club (r, 2, 3) ; '904 I VY Board; Class President 
(r), 2d term. 
MORGAN HYDE BUFFINGTON , ~'X' Kitamziug, Pa. IS N. T. 
Chairman Junior Promenade Comn1ittee; Track Team (t, 2 , 3); :>ophomore Dining 
Club; '904 IvY Board ; Assistant Manager Track Team (3). 
EDGAR J OHNSON DIBBLE, D.KE Bethel 
Managing Editor '904 Ivv; Banjo Club (r, 2, 3) ; Sophomore Dining Club. 
GEORGE H ENRY HEYN, AXP 
Glee Club (r, 2, 3). 
PHILIP LLEWELLYN LIGHTBOURN, AD.<l> 
Sparkill, N. Y. 
St . George's, Bermuda 
'904 IvY Board; Sophomore Dining Club; Alumni English Prize (3). 
EDWARD HUGH MADDOX, D.KE Brooklyn, N . Y. 
13 J. H. 
3S J. H. 
14 J. H. 
14 J. H. 
Class President (2) 2d term; Football Team (r, 2, 3) ; Sophomore Dining Club; Baseball 
Team (o). 
EDWARD J AMES MANN, IKA Oneonta, N . Y. II N. T. 
Baseball Team (r, 2); Football Team (r); T ablet Board(>, 3); Business Manager Trinity 
Tablet (•, 3); 1904 I VY Board; Class President(r) rst term; Secy.-Treas. Junior Promenade 
Committee. 
BAYARD QuiNCY MoRGAN, AXP Hartford 227 Sigourney St. 
H a rtford Admittitur Prize (r); Goodwin Greek Prize (r) ; Mathematics Prize (r); H ol-
la nd Scholarship (r , 2); Glee Club (r, 2); First Mackay-Smith Prize (2) ; Managing Editor 
'904 IvY; Junior Promenade Committee; Alumni English Prize (3); Second Whitlock 
Prize (3). 
WILLIAM GEORGE WHERRY, D.KE U1li01t Hill, N. I IS J. H. 
Class President (3) rst term; Junior Promenade Committee; Manager F ootball Team (4) ; 
Manager T. C. I. F. L.; Track Team (•). 
~prrial 
HERMAN EDwARD T owNSEND, ~'X' • Waslzington, D. C. IS J. H. 
Class President (•) rst term; Football Team (r, 2, 3) ; Baseball T eam (r, 3) ; Sophomore 
Dining Club. 
1J1 nrmrr :!lrmhrrn' 
PAUL HENRY MALLET PREVOST BRINTON, 'f'Y 
FRANK SEIDERS BROWN, <I>rll. 
STEWART HAROLD CLAPP, Ll.'l' 
THEODORE NORTH DENSLOW, All.<l> 
FRANK HoWARD ENSIGN, AXP 
WINTER HAMILTON EVEREST 
ROBERT GLENNEY, <I>rll. 
ARTHUR GEORGE H UMPHRIES, Ll.KE 
HERBERT ROBINSON MciLVAINE, 'l'T 
ROBERT LINCOLN McKEON, All.<l> 
GEOR GE FRANKLIN SEYMOUR MOORE, AXP 
RALPH CHARLES BELCHER MOORE 
ABNER pACKARD 
MATHER INGRAHAM RANKIN, 'l'T 
RAYMOND BRI!'iCKERHOFF VAN TINE, All.<P 
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Philadelphia, Pa. 
Salmon Falls, N.H. 
Pittsfield, Mass. 
New York City 
Silverlane, Conn. 
West Haven, Conn. 
South Manchester, Conn. 
New York City 
Philadelphia, Pa. 








AD OMNIA PARATUS 
Christmas Term 
c. W. REMSEN • 
P. T. KENNEDY 
C. E. JoNES 
C. E. JoNEs 
C . J. HARRIMAN 
1905 
O!la.a.a lrll 
Bricki go·ax, go-ax, go-ax , 
Bricki go-ax, go-ax, go-ax, 
Hollabola, all alive, 





T reastt1'er . 
Chronicler . 
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CLAss C o LoRs 
ORANGE AND BLACK 
Trinity Term 
E. L . DUFFEE 
H. c. BOYD 
C. E. G osTENH OFER 
C. E. G osTENHOFER 






~~~AHlS is the time of year when the Chronicler steps into the lime-light, 
make his bow, and endeavors to perform the functions of the office 
which he did all in his power to avoid when it was thrust upon him, 
his modesty telling him that to do the Class of 1905 justice would 
require a historian greater than he ever hope to become. 
As every college man knows, the Sophomore year is the hardest of the 
college course, because combined with the worry of endeavoring to brin,.g the 
Freshman Class into some semblance of discipline by carry ing out the suggestions 
of the upper classmen, and at the same time avoiding the possibility of a com-
munication from the Faculty givi ng the recipient six weeks vacation, the standard 
of the class in st udies must also be upheld. 'vVe were warned that it was no path 
of roses, and that all Sophomore classes were expected to appear before the 
Faculty to answer for some fancied misdemeanor; but, whi le we have not sought 
trouble, we have not in any way t ried to avoid it, and so far we have always 
managed to be. true to ou r motto, "Ad Omnia Paratus." 
The Class of r905 even as Freshmen had become imbued with the true 
Trinity spirit, and as Sophomores it ha developed until we have become models 
for the Freshmen, who we tnt t h:lVe been impressed to such an extent that they 
will endea\"Or to live up to our sta ndard. 
ln athletics, a nd, in fact, all college work, the Class of 1905 has always clone 
its share and entered into it with all the spiri t of true Trinity men. 
After college spirit , class spirit is perhaps the most desirable feature in a 
college man, and thi s th e Class of 1905 has abundantly displayed in all its dealings 
with the student body. 
To enumerate all of the class events would require more space than is at my 
disposal. but just mention "Springfield " to any of the Class of 1905 and it will 
bring a story which will " ·ell repay yo u for the inquiry and awaken in him 
memories of the time when as frightened a lot of Freshmen as one could well 
imagine were gathered together in the Hotel Massasoit, protected by the Juniors 
and the police force of Springfield. The St. Patrick" Day celebration was carried 
out this year with more enthusiasm than has been sho\\·n by the College for some 
time past, and the men of the Sophomore Class feel j u tly proud of their part in 
its success. 
For the two years we have been in the College, I think we can look back with 
satisfaction upon the record made, and whi le hoping in the future to do even more, 
yet if we can but keep up the same standa rd, we will have made a mark in 
Trinity history that can not well be overlooked. l\1. F. 0. 
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Name 
ROGER HEATON BLAKESLEE 
HARRY CLAYTON BOYD 
WILLIAM FRANCIS BULKLEY 
F RANCIS GEORGE BURROWS 
EDMUND SAMUEL CARR 
CHARLES FRANCIS CLEMENT 
EDWARD LLEWELLYN DUFFEE 
ROBERT LE Roy EATON 
ROBERT MOSLEY EWING 
MALCOLM COLLINS FARROW, JR. 
ALLEN R EED GooDALE 
CHARLES EDWARD GosTENHOFER 
CHARLES JARVIS HARRIMAN 
CARLos EuGENE JoNEs 
PHILIP THOMAS KENNEDY 
MICHAEL FRANCIS OWENS 
CHARLES HAMLIN PELTON 
CHARLES MILTON RHODES 
WILLIAM BLAIR RoBERTS 
WALTER BEACH SHERWOOD 
WILLIAM PERRY STEDMAN 
CHARLES BURTON WALSH 
HENRY LEE WATSON 
PHILIP T URNER WELLES 
RICHARD NILES GRAHAM 
JoHN WILLIAM O'CoNNOR 
CoRNELIUS WAGSTAFF REMSEN 
CHARLES BARTON WYNKOOP 
Residence 
Hartford . 
U11ion City, Pa. 
A lpma, Miclt. 
Sunbury, Pa. 
St. Johnsbury, Vt. 
Sunbury, Pa. 















Brooklyn, N. Y. 
New York, N. Y. 
Norwich 
Austin, Tex. 
1\ 'ew Yo1·k city 
Babylon, L. I. 
Utica, N. Y. 
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Room 
791 Park St. 
3 N. T. 
6 N. T. 
6 J. H. 
19 N. T. 
9 J. H. 
IS N. T. 
r8 N. T. 
9 N. T. 
6 J. H. 
Suffield 
7 J. H. 
Windsor 
31 ]. H. 
83 Edwards St. 
85 Hawthorn St. 
31 J. H. 
44 J. H. 
31 Townley St. 
182 Bellevue St. 
13 J. H. 
19 N. T. 
16 N. T. 
9 N. T. 
16 J. H. 
8 J. H. 
4 N. T. 
9 N. T . 
1J1nrmrr fllltrmhrr.!i 
Name 
EDWIN LATHROP BAKER 
HowARD EMORY BusHNELL 
CHARLES HENRY CURRY 
BENEDICT DEVINE FLYNN 
JAMES THOMAS GRADY • 
FREDERICK THOMAS HILL 
GEORGE BARTOW LEWIS 
FREDERICK CHARLES MEREDITH 
HENRY }AMES NOLAN 
CLEMENT GRISCOM RANDLE 
WILLIAM SEWARD WYMAN WALLACE 










Boston , Mass. 
Thompsonville 
Chester, Pa. 




OwEN MoRGAN . 
H . T. ScHWARTZ 
w. G . GRANGE 
W. G. GRANGE 
J. S. GALLAGHER 
Htnli 
One I 1ti1te I 1taugltt I six I 
Rah I rah I 1zoughty-six I 










BLUE AND GRAY 
Trinity Term 
HARRY HUET 
D. W. GATESON 
F. C. HINKEL 
F. C. HINKEL 
J. S. GALLAGHER 
i;istnry 
~ 
HREE years from now the present Freshman Class will be the Senior 
Class. The character of its members will determine the character of 
the College: if they are lazy and lacking in college spirit, the whole 
College will be the same; if they are industrious and zealous for the 
welfare of Trinity, the undergraduates will catch the spirit and become like 
them. So the Freshman Class is not the most unimportant of the classes. In 
the history of the Class of r9o6, then, we find the answer to the question, "What 
will Trinity be three years from now?" 
We started the year propitiously by defeating the Sophomores in the bulletin 
and push rushes. In the beer rush which followed, however, the Sophomores 
clearly outcla sed us. Vl/e simply followed the funeral custom, and " passed 
round the bier." On November 15th, at Springfield, :tllass., we gave the annual 
banquet to the Juniors. Five of our men were captured by Sophomores, and after 
being dressed in fastastic costumes were sent in to the banquet. All testified to 
their gentlemanly treatment at the hands of the Class of 1905. 
In athletics we have been well represented: six Freshmen played on the 
'Varsity football team, and ten on the scrub. Several very fine players were dis-
covered among the number. On the basketball we had three men who did ex-
ceptionally fine work. Our class basketball team defeated the Juniors, who but a 
short time before had gained a victory over the Seniors. There is but one fault 
to find with the team, and that is that during the year several games were played 
with outside teams, and that for these game the 190(5 team never practiced 
regularly. Several times we were defeated by overwhelming scores. Things like 
these a re going to ruin the reputation of the Class and the College also. The 
Freshman team ought not to be allowed to play without the permission of the 
Athletic Association. 
In the indoor meet this year, 19o6 won twelve of the thirty-six points and 
took second place. We form a large percentage of the track team, having excell ent 
long eli lance runners, sprinters, hurdlers, pole-vaulters, etc: Four Freshmen are 
on the 'Varsity basebali team and all of them are first-rate players. The game 
that r9o6 won from 190.5 last fall must not be forgotten. In fact, everywhere 
about the College, the Freshman Clas is making itself felt. 
On St. Patrick's Day everything went smoothly. Nineteen Hundred and Six 
did not fail to how her metal. For several nights before the eventful day, 
members of the Class kept the Sophomores fully occupied. Then," on St. Patrick's 
Day in the morning," by a clevedy worked ruse we succeeded in getting our 
banner firmly fa tened to one of the electric light poles on the Campus, and 
stoorl ready to defend it. But the time was ill chosen, for all of us ought to have 
been in recitations, and so, like so many naughty children. we were sent to ou r 
classes, but not before we had had a little scrimmage with the Sophomores. 
The class has entered into everything with life and vim, and earnestly hopes 
to continue to do the same in the future. Thinking first of our College, then of 
our Class, we hope to still press on and help to raise Trinity higher among the 
colleges than she has yet been. ]. S. G. _ 
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Name Residence 
HENRY G RAY BARBOUR Hrwtford . 
JoHN JO RDAN BoLLER New York, N. Y. 
GARRETT DENISE BowNE, JR. Hartford . 
CLIFTON CULVERHOUSE BRAINERD • Hartford . 
HILL BURGWiN, }R. • Pittsburg, Pa. 
WILLIAM CLINTON BURWELL Wi1uted 
RALPH EVELYN CAMERON . Fish/.i!l-on-Hudson 
GEORGE DICKINSON CHAMBERS .Hartford . 
FREDERICK AUGUSTUS GRANT COWPER Ifuntingdon, Pa. 
JonN FRANK CRONAN Taunton, llfass. 
PHILIP EvERETT CuRTISS Harlf01·d . 
DAVID MORRIS FACKLER New York, N. Y. 
WILLIAM SYDNEY WALKER FISKE P1·ovidma, R. I. 
JoHN SILL GALLAGHER Saginaw, Mich. 
DANIEL W!UIOT GATESON Brooklyn, N . Y. 
}AbiES HARDIN GEORGE, JR. Newtown . 
DWIGHT WORDEN GRAHAME Woodbury . 
WALTER GATES GRANGE Pittsbm·g, Pa. 
AusTIN DuNHAM HAIGHT B1·ooklyn, N. Y . 
JAMES SAYERS HINE O•·attge, N.J. 
FREDERICK CHARLES HINKEL New York, N. Y. 
HARRY H UET G•·attd Forks, N. D. 
ELMER fUNS ON HUNT 
RICHARD PR.ESCOTT KELLAM 
DoNALD ELY LAUDERBURN 
HAROLD BROWER LINGLE . 
BURDETTE CRANE MAERCKLEIN 
THOMAS SMITH MARLOR 
OwEN MoRGAN 
THOMAS BERNARD MYERS 













27 J. H . 
27 J. H. 
6 Columbia St. 
48 Huntington St. 
16 S. H. 
32 J. H. 
5 J. H. 
s8 Imlay St. 
2 N. T. 
29 J. H. 
809 Asylum Av. 
S J. H. 
36 J. H. 
s N. T. 
14 J. H. 
40 J. H. 
17 J. H. 
IS N . T. 
IO J. H. 
12 J. H. 
8 N . T. 
38 J. H. 
40 J. H. 
37 J. H. 
IS J. H. 
213 Laurel St. 
17 J. H. 
12 J. H. 
Collinsville 
245 Collins St. 
23 Sherman St. 
Name 
WILFRED SPRAGUE PERRY 
MORRIS SHALLCROSS PHILLIPS 
GEORGE PREBLE PIERCE 
CHARLES MURRAY RE ED 
VICTOR EUGENE REHR 
HOMER STUART SAYRES 
HERMAN LIVINGSTON S CHWARTZ 
THOMAS THEODORE WEEKS 
STANLEY WIMBI SH 
ERNEST F. WINSTON 
*JoHN HART CHA~1BERLI N 
t EDWARU SIMPSO N E v ERETT 
* 'V!LL!AM BARNWELL EWI NG 
·*FREDERICK WILLIAM LY CETT 
*HERMAN EDWARD T OWNS END 












*Nut regularly matriculated. 
R esidence 
Wat~rbury 
P ittsbu rg, P a. 
Red W ing , Jlfimt. 
N~w York, N. Y . 
Oil City , P a . 
D et?·oit, Mir!t . 
Lak~wood, N . I 
Lak~port, N. II. 





P eoria , I ll. 
Hartford . 
Wasltiug ton , D . C. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
:§ununary 
Cou rse Course Course 
in Lette rs in in 
a nd Science Sc ie nce Le tters 
3 4 
2 
4 7 2 
8 20 
17 3 1 3 
t Of the Connecticut Leag ue of A r t St ude nts, v. p . 57· 
37 
Room 
33 J. H. 
16 S. H. 
3 8 J. H . 
8 J. H. 
3 2 J. H . 
s N. T. 
37 J. H . 
2 N . T. 
4 J. H. 
I N . T . 
2 7 Hudson St. 
So. Ma nchester 
24 J. H . 
4 8 Hopkins St . 
14 N . T. 
3 6 J. H. 
S pecia l 
Student s Tota l 













~ ll. ~ qJy -1880 
TA 2r 4>f~-IB9J 
., 
Wqt tGoral 1J1ratrrutty of 31. il(. l\. 





ARTHUR CHADWELL SHORT 
EDWARD J AMES MANN 
CARLos EuGENE J oNES 
CHARLES HAMLIN PELTON 
FRANCIS GEORGE BURROWS 
HENRY GRAY BARBOUR 
\ VILLI AM H E\VlTT GREENOU GH 
J oHN J oRDAN BOLLER 
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Samuel M. Alvord, Yale, '96 
l-Ion. Edward B. Bennett, Yale, '66 
Percy S. Bryant, Phi Kappa, '70 
Charles H. Bunce, Yale, '6o 
George F. Cady, Wesleyan, '6g 
David S. Calhoun, Yale, '48 
Walter H. Clark, Yale, '96 
Thomas F. Lawrence, Yale, '99 
E. R. Lampson, Jr., Phi Kappa, '91 
Rev. William DeLoss Love, Hamilton, 
'43 
L. P. Waldo Marvin, Yale, '92 
Leonard Morse, Amherst, '7r 
Rev. Kings ley F. Morris, Amherst, '73 
T. Weston Chester, M.D., Hamilton, '92 Edward C. Perkins, Yale, '98 
George H. Day, Geneva, '73 
Rev. E. S. Ferry, Wesleyan, '82 
Horace S. Fuller, M .D., Amherst, '58 
Rev. Arthur L. Gillett, Amherst, '8o 
Charles A. Goodwin, Yale, '98 
Rev. James Goodwin, Yale, '86 
Walter L. Goodwin, Yale, '97 
Charles E. Gross, Yale, '6g 
Frederick H. L. Hammond, 'Wesleyan, 
'88 
Panett l\1. Hastings, M.D., Hamilton, 
'39 
Edward B. Hatch, Phi Kappa, '86 
Frederick Van H . Hudson, Dartmouth, 
'6o 
Harwood Huntington, Phi Kappa, '89 
Rev. J ohn T. Huntington, Phi Kappa, 
'so 
William C. J ohnson, Middletown, '94 
Solon C. Kelley, Brunonian, '86 
Henry A. Perkins, Yale, '96 
Rev. Thomas R. Pynchon, D.D., LL.D., 
Phi Kappa, '41 
Robert H. Schutz, Phi Kappa, '89 
Walter S. Schutz, Phi Kappa, '94 
Hon . Nathaniel Shipman, Yale, '48 
Hon. George G. Sill, Yale, '52 
Robert S. Starr, M.D., Phi Kappa, '97 
Rev. Charles C. Stearns, Yale, '72 
C. M. Stearns, Johns Hopkins, '98 
Rev. Samuel M. Stiles, Wesleyan, '6o 
Samuel B. St. J ohn, M.D., Yale, '66 
Melancthon Storrs, M.D., Yale, '52 
Henry E. Taintor, Yale, '65 
Arthur R. Thompson, Yale, '96 
David C. Twitchell, Yale, '98 
David Van Schaack, Phi Kappa, '9r 
Philip C. Washburn, Phi Kappa, '96 
Arthur C. Williams, Yale, '98 
57 
~rnbuatr ilrmhrr!l nf tqr Jqi Kappa C!tqaptrr 
~ 
Allen, H. W ., '97 
Almy, S., '92 
Andrews, R., '53 
Applegate, 0., Jr., '87 
Armstrong, D. 11., '58 
Barber, W. W., '88 
Barto, R. V., '82 
Beecroft, E. C., '97 
Bellinger, E. B., '92 
* Bixby, R. F., '70 
Blackmer, W. C., '78 
Boardman, W. H., '85 
Boardman, W. ] :, '85 
Boardman, W. ] ., '54 
Booth, T. R., '52 
Bowie, C. L., '93 
Bowman, ]. P., '53 
Bradfield, H. S., 'o2 
Bradin, ]. W ., 'oo 
*Brainard, E. W., '42 
Brainard, ] ., '51 
Brainard, ]. M., '84 
Briscoe, ]., ] r., '95 
Brown, W. P., 'or 
Brownell, H. B., '88 
Bryan, W ., '75 
Bryant, P. S., '70 
* Bulkeley, C. E., '56 
* Buxton, ]. B., '72 
Buxton, ]. C., '73 
Cameron, ]. I. H., '79 
Cameron, L., '86 
*Capron, A ., '45 
Cary, H. A., '93 
Carter, B. M., '82 
Carter, C. H., '82 
Carter, G. C., '87 
Carter, ] . R., '83 
Carter, ]. S., 'g8 
• Deceased 
ss 
Carter, L. A., '93 
Carter, S., '94 
Chase, F., '52 
Cheritree, T . L., 'go 
Cheshire, ]. B., Jr., '6g 
Chipman, G. C., '45 
* Chipman, G. S., '78 
Chrystie, T. M. L., '63 
Church, S. P., '41 
*Churchman, C., '93 
Churchman, E. G., '95 
Clapp, F. R., 'o2 
Clark, A. F ., '75 
Codman, A., '85 
Coe, G. ]., '74 
Coit, C. W., '82 
Coleman, G. P., 'go 
Coley, ]., '62 
*Conklin, H. H., '38 
Cook, P., 'g8 
Cooke, G. L., '70 
Cooke, 0. D., '44 
Cowl, M. L., '83 
Crane, T., '45 
Crocker, H. D., '84 
*Crosby, D. G., '51 
Cullen, ] ., ] r., '93 
Curtiss, H. C., '8r 
Davenport, ]. S., 'g8 
Denslow, T. N., '04 
* Dickinson, E. L., '93 
Dingwall, E. A., '92 
Dingwall, H. R., '95 
Drane, H. M., '52 
Dyett, W. F., 'g6 
Elliott, ]. H., '72 
F isher, R., '56 
F lagg, E . 0., '48 
*Flagg, ] . B., '46 
*Flower, S., '45 
Foot, E. H., 'g8 
Foote, C. E., '76 
Fox, R. H., 'oo 
Freeland, C. \V., '81 
* Fuller, F . B., '92 
Fuller, S. R., 'oo 
* Geer, G. }., '42 
Gilmore, A. P., '74 
Glazebrook, F. H., '99 
Glazebrook, H. McK., 'oo 
Goodwin, ]., '86 
* Goodwyn, W. S., '38 
Gordon, T. H., '71 
Grady, J T., '05 
Graham, H . C., '6r 
* Gr<tham, J ., '72 
Grinnell, I-I., '97 
Griswold, B. H., '66 
Hager, W. C., '79 
*Hall, G. R., '42 
Hamlin, A. C., '87 
Hamlin, E. P., '95 
Hamlin, G. N., '91 
Harding, A., '76 
Hatch, E. B., '86 
Hays, J ~-IcC., '86 
Hays, W. W., '58 
Hazelhurst, G. B., '77 
*Heath, J F ., '38 
Hedrick, C. B., '99 
Henshaw, C. H., '53 
I-I eister, I., '76 
*Hills, G. M., '47 
Hills, J. D., '78 
Hills, G. H., '84 
Hills, R., '8-t 
Holcomb, B. T ., '59 
Holley, W. W ., '6r 
*Hoof, J L., '46 
Hooker, S. D., '77 
Hooper, G. G., '66 
Horner, H. A., 'oo 
Howell, G. D., '82 
Hubbell, J H., '56 
*Humphrey, G. F., '85 
*Hunter, C., '78 
• Deceased 
59 
Huntington, G. S., '81 
*Huntington, H. K., '67 
Huntington, J T., 'so 
Huntington, J W., '83 
Huntington, R. W., '6-t 
Huntington, H., '8-t 
Huske, J., '77 
Hutchins, R. H., 'go 
Ide, H. G., '94 
Ingersoll, C. M., '39 
* Ives, A. l\1., '56 
* Jacobs, E. C., '55 
* J ames, C., '61 
* Jewett, P. A., '37 
* Kennedy, F., '68 
Kerner, H. S., '99 
Kidder, H., '92 
*Kirtland, J., '70 
*Kneeland, G., '8o 
Kurtz, C. M., '83 
Kurtz, J E ., '77 
Lampson, E . R., Jr., '91 
Langford, A . M., '97 
Langford, W . S., Jr ., 'g6 
Leaver, H. K., '59 
Littell, J S., 'go 
Littell, S. H., '95 
Littell, E . G., '99 
Lockwood, L. V., '93 
Lyman, A. J, '78 
McGann, J. M., '95 
McKeon, R. L., '04 
Maddox, W. T ., '59 
*Mallett, W. P., '40 
Meredith, F . C., 'os 
Middlebrook, L. N., '48 
Moore, J A., '97 
Mock, L. C., '78 
~[organ, W. F., '88 
Morrison, P. B., '94 
Morse, B. K., '99 
*Morss, J R., '47 
Newton, E. P., '8r 
orton, G. H., '75 
* Olmstead, H ., '42 
Onderdonk, A. H ., '99 
Page, J H., Jr., '97 
Palmer, N., '45 
Peabody, F. B., '45 
Perry, ]. B., '72 
* Perryman, E. G., '55 
*Peters, W. C., '48 
* Pitts, c. H ., '65 
Plumb, ]. F., '91 
Plumer, L. M., '74 
Plumer, S., Jr., '97 
Porter, T. A., '76 
Potts, F. H ., '68 
Prescott, 0. S., '44 
Preston, ]. A., '55 
Putnam, W. T., '88 
Pynchon, T. R., '41 
Pynchon, W. H. C., 'go 
* Randall, E. D., '92 
Reynolds, L. G., '98 
Rich, E. A., '99 
Richardson, F. W., '84 
Robbins, ]. P., '69 
* Sartwelle, W. D., '75 
Schiitz, R. H., '89 
Schutz, W. S., '94 
Schwartz, D. L., 'oo 
Sennett, L. F., '8g 
Sherwood, G. H ., 'oo 
Si tare, C. G., '47 
* Smith, P ., 'go 
Smyth, ]. D., '74 
Snow, A. H., '79 
Snyder, E., '72 
Starr, R. S., '97 
·• Deceased 
6o 
Steele, T. McB., 'o2 
Stewart, G. T., '78 
Stewart, W. ]. S., '88 
* Stimson, L. B., '48 
Stone, l\1., 'So 
* Stone, S., '8o 
* Storm, C., '39 
Sullivan, F. R., '66 
Thurman, A. W., '67 
Tracy, E., 'ss 
* Vanderpoel, A. M., '8g 
Van Schaack, D., '91 
Van Tine, R. B., '04 
Wadsworth, L. F., '44 
·walker, ]. M., 'or 
Warner, A. ]., '42 
Warner, D. T., '72 
Warner, M. C., '88 
Washburn, P. C., 'g6 
Watson, S. N., '82 
Weibel, R. N., '02 
Wesley, P . R., '94 
Whaley, P . H., '74 
Wheaton, C., '49 
Whitlock, H. R., '70 
* Williams, E. W., '53 
* Williams,]. H., '54 
* Wilson, G. H., '93 
Woodruff, F. D., '83 
White, H. R., 'o2 
Wynkoop, A. T., 'or 
*Yale, H. A., '46 
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University of Alabama 
Brown University 
University of Mississippi 
University of North Carolina 










Colgate Univer ity 
College of the City of New York 
University of Rochester 
Rutgers College 
De Pauw University . 
Wesleyan University . 





niversity of California 
Trinity College 
University of 11Iinnesota 
i\[assachusetts Institute of Technology 
University of Chicago . 
University of Toronto 
Tulane University 
University of Pennsylvania 
!IIcGill University 










































Alp4a Qt4i Qt4aptrr 
~ 
Aflilir .tlrmhrr!I 
HARRY CL.\YTON BOYD 
WILLIAM CLINTON BURWELL 
FREDERICK AUGUSTUS GRANT COWPER 
EDGAR JOHNSON Dl!lBLE 
RICHARD ARTllUR EDWARDS 
]OHN DAULBY EvANS 
BENEDICT DEVINE FLYNN 
DANIEL WILMOT GATESO ' 
DWIGHT WORDEN GRAHAME 
HAROLD BROWER LINGLE 
EDWARD HuGrr MADDOx 
THOMAS BERNARD MYERS 
VICTOR EUGENE REHR 
WILLIA~f PERRY STEDMAN 
THEOPHJLUS Jorm MINTON SYPHAX 
ROBERT \VIGHT TRENBATH 
THOMAS THEODORE WEEKS 






JoHN P. HARBISON, A..'\:9 
Vice-Prtsidmt 
HowARD D. PLIMPTON, AX 
Treasurer 
CHARLES A. JoHNSON, AX 
Secretary 
JoHN D. EvANS, AX 
TSnurh nf ilirtrtnr.n 
J. P. HARBisoN, Axe 
H. B. FREEMAN, JR., <I> 
C. A. JoHNSON, AX 
H. D. PLIMPTON, AX 
J. D. EvAN S, AX 
E. H. MA. OOX, AX 
ID4t <notttttflirut .Aluuuti .Assoriatiott of t4t itlta 
iKuppa tEpsilott llirattrttily 
~ 
CoL. J ACOR L. GREENE, l\Iichigan, '6r, President. 
CHARLES P. CooLEY, Yale, '91, Secretary and T reas urer. 
ftllrttthrrs 
The four hundred and seventy-five A lumni of the F raternity in the State 
of Connecticut. 
.-\lien, H. B., Yale, 'or 
Altemus, H . B., Trinity, '04 
Alden, H. W., l\I. I. T., '93 
Ayres, vV. A., Yale, '64 
Bacon, Dr. W . T., Yale, '68 
Baldwin, H . S., l\I. I. T., 'g6 
Beardsley, E. R., Yale, '79 
Bennett, l\1. F., Yale, 'g8 
Camp, ]. S., Wesleyan, '78 
Case, T. G., Trinity, 'oo 
Cla rk, C. H ., Yale, '7r 
Coll ins, A., Yale, '73 
Conant, G. A., Amherst, '78 
Cone, J. B., Yale, '57 
Cooley, C. P., Yale, '9 r 
Cooley, F. R., Yale, '86 
Day, A. P ., Yale, 'go 
Davi , F. W ., Yale, '77 
Forrest, C. R., Yale, '65 
Freeman, H. B, Yale, '62 
Freeman, H . B., Jr., Yale, '92 
Gates, A. F., Yale, '87 
Goddard, G. S., Wesleyan, '91 
Greene, ]. L., 1ichigan, '6r 
Harbison, Gen. ]. P. (H) 
1J1ratrrs in lltrhr 
Hicks, L. H., Yale, '70 
Hine, C. D., Yale, '7 r 
Howe, D. R., Yale, '74 
Hyde, W . W ., Yale, '76 
I ngalls, Dr. P. H., Bowdoin, '77 
Knight, F. H., Amherst, '83 
IIIatson, \V. L., Yale, '62 
Pa rker, Rev. E. P., Bowdoin, '56 
Pattison, Rev. Harcld, Rochester, '92 
Plimpton, H . D., Tr!n ity, '97 
Pratt, W. W., Adelbert, '85 
Prentice, l-Ion. S. 0., Yale, '73 
Robbin , E. D ., Yale, '74 
Rowley, A. IlL, Amherst, '95 
Ryce, L. C., Yale, S., '86 
Smiley, E. H., Colby, '75 
Smith, E. H., Yale, 'or 
Starr, Dr. P. S., Yale, '6o 
St. J ohn, W. H ., Yale, '91 
Taylor, ]. M., Williams, '67 
T ucker, ]. D., Yale, '6r 
Way, C. L., Yale, '85 
Welch, A . A., Yale, '82 
vVilliams, Rev. H. D., Amherst, '9 r 
Woodman, Charles, Colby, 'g8 
6s 
~nwuatr .flrmbrr.a of tqr Alpqa (!1.11i (!l.qaptrr 
~ 
Honorary Member, Gen. J o uN P. H ARBISON 
Altemus, H. B., 'o.+ 
Anderson, A. H., '87 
Barrows, J. C., '8o 
Barrows, 'vV. S., '8-t 
Bartholomew, D. \V., '97 
Baxter, I. K., '99 
Bates, R. P., '93 
Benson, R. A., '99 
Bentley, W. P., '02 
Benton, W. L. H., '8g 
*Bid well, L. B., '8o 
*Bid well, W. D ., '8r 
Birdsall, P., '86 
*Bishop, N . H., '92 
Black, I-I. C., '8o 
Bowie, \V., '93 
Brewer, S. D., '82 
Brooks, R. H., 'oo 
Brown, G. I., '88 
Brown, T. P., 'oo 
Brown, D. H., '03 
Burchard, J. D., 'oo 
Burnham, J. B., '91 
Bu rt, L. H., 'oo 
Bu rton, R. E., '83 
Cable, J. N., '02 
Cart\night, l\1. R., '98 
Case, T. G., 'oo 
Chapman, T. B., '83 
Cole, l\1. W., '97 
*Cook, C. S., '8r 
Coster, l\I. K 87 
Coster, 'vV. l J., '91 
Coster, C. C., '97 
Cowles, A. W., '8r 
Crabtree, A., '92 
Danker, W. S., '97 
* Dauchey, F., '85 
• Deceased 
66 
Davis, C. J., '9-+ 
Deuel, C. E., '87 
Eastman, R. C., '88 
Fleming, D. L., '8o 
Forrester, I-I. T., 'or 
Foss, F. H., 'or 
French, G. IT., '92 
* Goodrich, 'vV. S., '82 
Graff, H. A., '86 
Grint, A. P., '8r 
Griswold, C. S., 'go 
Hal l, G., '92 
Hamilton, C. A .. '82 
Hammond, 0. G., '92 
Jlolden, S. 1\I., '82 
Hopkins, L. A., '97 
Horne, C. A., '93 
Hubbard, W. S., '88 
Humphries, II. R., '9-+ 
Humphries, A. G., 'o.+ 
Jewett, D. B., 'oo 
Johnson, C. A., '92 
Johnson, E. C.. 2d, '88 
John on, F. F., '9-+ 
Leaf, E. B., '85 
Lecour, J. IT., '98 
Leonard, L. L., 'g6 
Linsley, A. B., '82 
Loomis, II. B., '85 
Lord, J. W., '98 
Loveridge, li. C., '8o 
Lund, F . A., '99 
l\Iead, R. C., '99 
Mitchell, S. S., '85 
i\ [cCulloch, W. H., '91 
McKean, R. C., '03 
l\IcLean, l\I. A., '03 
* 1\lcNeil, W. ]., 'or 
Olcott, W. T., 'g6 
Pedersen, V. C., '9r 
Penrose, ]. J, Jr., '95 
Plimpton, H. D., '97 
Purdy, C. E., '88 
Ramsdell, ]. E ., '92 
Reese, W. W., '95 
Reiland, C. G., '97 
* Reineman, A. W., '8r 
Reineman, R. T., '83 
Remington, C. H., '89 
Rogers, W. ]., 'So 
Smart, ]. H., '95 
Smith, ]. S., Jr., '9-* 
* Smith, 0 . A., '94 
Stockton, E. B., '9r 
Stoddard, S., '94 
Strong, A. W., '94 
Strong, C. H., 'or 
Stuart, A. R., Jr., '88 
• Deceased 
Stuart, 'vV. C., '88 
Thurston, T. P., '9I 
*Tomlinson, S. L, 'oo 
Walker, W. D., '82 
Warner, W. A., '99 
* ¥,Taters, C. T ., '87 
Weed, A. H., 'o2 
Weed, C. F., '94 
Wharton, W. P., 'or 
Wheeler, F. M., '83 
Wildman, W. B., 'g8 
Willcox, R. N., '99 
Williams, F. G., 'Sg 
Wilson, H. D., 'or 
Wright, A. H., '83 
Wright, B., '8g 
Wright, G. H ., '9r 
Wright, W. G., '9r 
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University of Rochester 
Kenyon College 





University of Pennsylvania 
University of Minnesota 
University of Wisconsin 
University of Chicago 
University of California 

ID4t ~rtn ~rtn Ql4nptrr 
~ 
i\flihr fllbmbrr.s 
ARTHUR l\1UTRSON BELLAMY 
GARRETT DENISE BowNE 
MORGAN HYDE BUFFINGTON 
HILL BuRGWIN, ]R. 
HENRY BERNARD CARPENTER 
PHILIP EvERETT CuRTISS 
ROBERT Mosu::y EwiNG 
WILLIAM BARNWELL EWING 
vVlLLIAM SYDNEY vVALKER FrsKE 
]A;-.1ES PHILIP GARVIN 
HARRY CLIFFORD GOLDEN 
WALTER GATES GRANGE 
CHARLES J ARI'JS HARRIMAN 
]AR ' IS l\IcALPINE ]OHNSON 
'?lfrLLIAM LARCHAR, ]R. 
EDMUND SAWYER MERRIAM 
SAMUEL ST. ]OliN MORGAN 
MORRIS SHALLCROSS PHILLIPS 
GEoRGE DouGLAS RANKIN 
CORNELIUS WAGSTAFF REMSEN 
WILLIAllf BLAIR ROBERTS 
PERMAN EDWARD TOWNSEND 
WALTER SLATER TRUMBULL 




1J1 ratrrs itt 11lrbr 
James P. Andrews, Beta, '77 
Rt. Rev. Chauncey B. Brewster, Beta. 
'68 
Hon. John H . Buck, Beta, '91 
Ron. John R. Buck, Xi, '.62 
Clarendon C. Bulkely, Beta Beta, '75 
Philip D . Bunce, i\l.D., Beta, '88 
Charles W . Burpee, Beta, '83 
E. W. Capen, Gamma, '94 
Will iam S. Case, Beta, '85 
Albert St. Clair Cook, Beta, '89 
William H. Corbin, Beta, '89 
G. Pierrepont Davis, M.D., Beta, '60 
J. H. Kelso Davis, Beta Beta, '99 
John C. Day, Beta, '57 
Louis N. Denniston, Xi, '02 
Leonard A. Ellis, Beta Beta, '98 
Charles E. Fellows, Beta, '56 
Prof. Charles F. Johnson, Beta, '55 
W. MeA. Johnson, Beta Beta, '98 
Frank E. Johnson, Bela Beta, '8-1 
Anson T. i\lcCook, Beta Beta, '02 
Prof. A. R. i\Ierriam, Beta, '77 
Charles Shiras i\Iorris, Beta Beta, '96 
John J. Nairn, Beta, '8o 
Francis Parsons, Beta, '93 
Arthur Perkins, Beta, '87 
Edward L. Pollock, Bela, '84 
Henry Roberts, Beta, '77 
Henry S. Robinson, Beta, '89 
John T. Robinson, Beta, '93 
Lucius F. Robinson, Beta, '85 
Edward W. Robinson, Beta Beta, '96 
E. F. Sanderson, Gamma, '96 
George H. Seyms, Beta Beta, '72 
Henry P. Schauffier, Gamma, '93 
Rev. Prof. Henry Ferguson, Beta Beta, Forrest Shepherd, Beta, '92 
'68 
Samuel Ferguson, Beta Beta, '96 
George H. Gilman, Beta, '90 
T. Welles Goodridge, Beta Beta, '92 
L. E. Gordon, Xi, '90 
W ilbur F. Gordy, Xi, '70 
lion. 'vVm. Hamersley, LL.D., Beta 
Beta, '58 
Arthur L. Shipman, Beta, '86 
Lewis E . Stanton, Beta, '55 
J ames U. Taintor, Beta, '66 
Franklin H. Taylor, Xi, '84 
James R. Turnbull, Beta, '92 
Rev. Joseph H. Twichell, Beta, '59 
Edgar F. Vvaterman, Beta Beta, '98 
Lewis S. 'vVelch, Beta, '89 
lion. Joseph R. Hawley, LL.D., Psi, '47 Charles G. Woodward, Beta Beta, '98 
R. Vv. H untington, Beta, '89 P. Henry Woodward, Beta, '55. 
71 
~ra(luatt .iltmbtrli nf tqt iltta iltta Q!qapttr 
~ 
*Alexander, H. W., '57 
* Backus, B. E., '70 
Bailey, M. K., '79 
Baldwin, L. B., '6o 
Barbour, H. M., '70 
* Barbour, H. G., 'g6 
Beard ley, W . A., '87 
* Beaupillier, A. L., '56 
* Beckwith, J. W., '52 
Bellamy, R. B., 'or 
* Benedict, S., '47 
Benjamin, W. H., '57 
* Betts, J. I-I. , '44 
Birckhead, J. B., '94 
* Birckhead, W. H., '6r 
* Bi hop, H., '6r 
Blair, W. R., '75 
Bolles, E. C., '55 
* Bostwick, H. P., '46 
* Bostwick, W. L., 'sr 
Bowdish, ]. T., '73 
*Bowles, J. H., '6o 
Boylston, C. W ., '78 
Brady, R. McC., '90 
Bredin, W. S., 'So 
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Griswold, C. S., '90 
Gunning, ]. W ., '96 
* Hale, C. F., '47 
Hall , G., '92 
* Hall , S ., '54 
Ha llam, G. R., '59 
Hamersley, W., '58 ( II '96) 
Hamilton, C. A., '82 
Hamilton, G. E .. '95 
Harding, A., '79 
Harraden, F. S., '67 
* Harriman, F. D., '45 (lr '96) 
Harriman, F. W ., '72 
Hart, S., '66 
*Harwood, E., ( II '61) 
*Hawkes, W . W .. (lr '6r) 
Hayden, C. C., '66 
* Haydn, T. L., '56 
Hedfick, C. B., '99 
Henderson, E. F., '82 
Henry, C. W., '99 
H erman n, S., '57 
Hickox, G. A., 's r 
Hicks, G. C., '56 
Hicks, ]. M., '54 
Hiester, I., '76 
H ills, ]. D., '78 
* Hoad ly, C. ]., '51 
Holbrooke, G. 0 ., '69 
* Holcombe, D. E., ' 56 
H olcombe, G. H .. '96 
Holden, S. 1\I., '82 
Holway, 0 ., 'So 
H ooker, S. D., '77 
Hopson, G. B., '57 
I-T ornor, H. A., 'oo 
Hotchkin, S. F., '56 
Hovey, H . E., '66 
* Howard, H., '91 
H ubbard, G. M., '75 
H ubbard, W. S., '88 
* H ugg, G. W ., '6z 
H ughes, I. \V., 'g r 
Hull , A. S ., '66 
H umphries, R. F ., '92 
*Hunt, E. K. ( h 's r) 
H untington, G. S., 'S r ( h 'g8) 
Huntington, J. T., ' so 
* Huntington, J . W ., '83 
* Hurd, J . D .. '7-+ 
l-T uske, J., '77 
I-T utchins, R. H ., 'go 
* J ackson, A., '6o 
* J acol s, E. C., '55 
* J ennings, A. B .. '6r 
Johnson, C. A., '92 
* J ohnson, E. E., '59 
Johnson, E. P., '65 
J ohnson, F. E ., 'S4 
J ohn son, F. F., '9-+ 
J ohnson, G. D., '5-+ 
J ohnson, W . MeA ., 'gS 
J ones, C. 'vV ., 'Sr 
* J ones, L. H., '52 
Judd, C., '93 
* Kelley, J., ' -l4 
* Ker, G., '43 
* Kerfoot, J. B. ( h '65) 
Kissam, E. V. B., '6g 
* K ittridge, A. S., ' 57 
* Knickerbacker, D. B., '53 
Lanpher, L. A., 'So 
Lawton, E. F., 'gr 
Lecour, J. H., 'g8 
Lilienthal, H., '86 
Lindsley, C. A., '49 ( II 'g6) 
Linsley, A. B., 'S2 
Lockwood, L . A., '55 
Lockwood, L . V ., '93 
L oomi s, H. V ., 'Ss 
Lorenz, E. H., 'oz 
Loveridge, D. E., ' so 
Luther, F. S., '70 
Mackay, J . ( II ' 54) 
* Mackay, W . R. , '67 
*Mallory, G. S., 'sS 
• Deceased II H onor ar y 
*i\[a rble. N. E. ( II '6r) 
i\ [a yo, i\I. C., '93 
}IIcCook, A. T., 'o2 
* i\IcCook, G. S ., '97 
i\l cCook, J . J., '63 
McCook, P . J ., '95 
tll cCrackan, J. H., 'S2 
McElwain, F. A., '99 
tlfetcalf, H. A., '66 
*Mill er, P. S., '6.+ 
M iller, W. J ., '92 
11itche11. S. S .. 'S5 
Moffett, G. H., '7S 
1l oore, C. E .. '76 
Morba, K. P., 'oz 
'Iorehouse, F. S .. 'o r 
Morgan, vV. F ., '88 
* Iulcahey. J., '.+2 (h 'Sz) 
* i\1urray, J . B., '62 
eely, H. R., 'S.+ 
Newton, E. P . 'Sr 
N ichols. W . F .. ' 70 
N ichols, J . W., '99 
N il es, E. C., 'S7 
N il es, W . P., '93 
il es, Vl . \V., '57 
* Torton, F. L., '68 
Olmsted, C. T., '65 
*Paddock, B. H., '4S 
* P addock, J . A., '45 
Paddock, L. H., '88 
Paddock, L. S., 'so ( h 'g6) 
* P age, D. C. (h ' s r) 
P arker, T . H ., 'g8 
P arsons, A. T., '71 
P arsons, H., 'S3 
P arsons, J . R ., 'Sr 
Patti son, A. E., 'So 
P attison, G. B., 'Sr 
* P ayne, W., '34 ( h '54) 
Peabody, F. B., '48 
P edersen, V . C., '91 
Perry, J. B. '72 
* P ettit, W . F., '46 
Phair, P . D ., '94 
* Pierce, H. H., 'sS 
Plumb, J . F ., '91 
Potts, F. H., '68 
Pratt, A., '98 
Pressey, \ V., '90 
*Preston, T. S., '-B 
Prince, F . VI/ ., 'oo 
Prout, }., '77 
Purdy, C. E ., '88 
*Purdy, J. S., '49 
Pynchon, T. R., '41 
P ynchon, W. 11 . C., 'go 
Raftery, 0 . II., '73 
* Randall, E. D., '92 
Reineman, R. T ., '82 
Remington, C. 11.. 'Sg 
Richardson, F . W .. 'S..t 
Richardson, L. \V ., ' 73 
*Rogers, R. C., ·~5 
*Rudder, W., '48 
Russell, F. F., '85 
Russel l, G. W., '3~ (II ·sl) 
* Sands, 0 . A., '87 
*Sanford, D. P., '44 
*Sanford, H . S .. '36 (II '6r) 
Scarborough. J., '5~ 
Schulle, H. von VI/., '97 
Schutz, W. S., '9~ 
* Scudder, C. D., '75 
Scudder, E. 1L, '77 
Scudder, H., '91 
* Scudder, H. J., '~6 (II 'so) 
Scudder, W., 'Sg 
Selden, F. C. (h '59) 
Sennett, L . F., 'Sg 
Seyms, G. H., '72 
Shepard, C. N., '91 
*Shipman, W. D. (h '71) 
* Short, D. H., '33 (II '56) 
Short, VI., '6g 
Simonds, E . L., 'oo 
* Small, E. F., '7~ 
Smith, C. B., 's~ 
Smith, G. W. (II '85) 
* Smith, H. 1I., '93 
*Smith , H ., '62 
*Smith, J. S., '63 
Smith, S. E., ' 75 
Smyth, J. D., '7~ 
• Deceased ll H onorary 
90 
* Somers, J. B. Y. (h '57) 
*Spencer, U . H., 'go 
* Spencer, \V. G., '53 
* Stevens, S., '65 
Stewart, 11. B., '02 
Stocking, C. II. W., '6o 
Stone, 11., 'So 
Stolsenbmg, }. H .. 'so 
Street, C. ]I ., 'g6 
*Studley, W. 11., 'so 
Sturtevant, A. l\l., '98 
Sturtevant, F. R .. 'o1 
Tale, W. J., '86 
Taylor, E. R, '73 
*Taylor, J. B., '49 
*Taylor, \V. F., '-1-1 (II 'sr) 
*Terry, C. E., 's r (h ·s6) 
Thorne, R., '85 
Tibbits, C. ll., '87 
Tibibls, W. B., '6r 
* Toml'nson, S. L., 'oo 
* Toucey, l. (h. '46) 
T racy, E. 11., 'oo 
*Tremaine, C. H. B., '66 
Valentine, W. A., '72 
Van feler, A. R., '99 
* Van Nost rand, C. A .. '77 
Verdcr, D. l-1., '99 
Vibbert, A. D., '99 
V ibbert, H. C., '68 
Vibbert, W. IT. , '58 
*Vinton, F . (h '5~) 
\Vales, }. A., 'or 
vValkcr, D. B., '61 
\Varner, D. T., '72 (II 'g6) 
Warner, 1\L C., '88 
* \Van·cn, S. B., '59 
\Vashburn, L. C., 'Sr 
\Vatcrman, L., '71 
\Valson, S. N., '82 
\ \' cbsler, L., 'So 
Weed, C. F., '9~ 
Welles, 11 . T., '43 
\Vheeler, C. H., 'or 
Whitcombc, F. B., '87 
Whit~. R. A., 'Sr 
White, W. C., '97 
* Whiting, S. M., '46 
* Whitlock, H. R. , '70 
Whitney, H. E., '74 
Williams, A. ]., '96 
Williams, C. C., '71 
* Williams, E. W ., '53 
Williams, F. G., '89 
Williams, ]., ~go 
* Williams, ]. H., '54 
Williams, ]. W ., '78 
Winkl ey, R. L., '79 
* \ Vitherspoon, 0., '56 
• Deceased 
W offenden, R. H ., '93 
*Wood, H. S., ' 71 
Wood, P. J\I., '97 
vVoodman, C. E., '73 
Worthington, E. W., '75 
Wright, A. H., '83 
VI' right, G. H ., '9r 
Wright, W. G., '91 
Yeomans, E . l\1., '95 
Young, C. H .. '9 r 
Ziegler, C. G., '97 
Ziegler, P. , '72 
_ ATH L[T 
l . 




A. T. FosTER. Amherst 
F. J. {JuiRK, Williams 
J . T . MAYN ARD, Da rtmouth 






Chairman, A. T. FosTER, Amherst 
N . K. ·wiLDER, Bowdoin 
J. T. MAY AR D, Dartmouth 
C. S. Ai.LEN, Brown 
T . E. J EWETT, M. I. T. 







University of Maine 
University of Vermont 




IDrtutty Olnll~g~ Atl~l~ttr Annnriattnu 
1902- 1903 
H. L. G. MEY ER , '03 






President T . C. A. A. 
Football Captain, SvPHAX, '03 
Baseball Captain , BI<IGHAM, 'o3 
Track T eam Captain, R AI'K I:-1, 'o3 
Sec.-Treas. T . C. A. A. 
Football Manager, THOMAS, '03 
Baseball Manager, MANN, '04 
Track T eam Manager, LAI<CHAR, 03 
~ra.buatr Allbisnry (!]:ommittrr 
Prof. F. S. L UT HER, '70 , Clwinnan 
J . H. K. DAVIS, '99, Treas urer 
G. E. CocswELL, '97 
93 
E . K. H UllBARD , '92 
w. s. LAI' GFO RD, '96 
ID~r Qtollrgr At~lrtir Qtups 
~ 
THE LEFFINGWELL Cur- Presented by E. DeK. Leffingwell, '95. To be competed 
for at each field meeting 
THE McCRACKAN Cur- Presented by W. D . McCrackan, 'Ss. To be competed for 
at each indoor meet 
Held by Van Weelden, '03 
THE GYMNASI UM CuP-To be competed for at each indoor meet 
Held by class of 1902 in 1902 ; by class of 1903 in 1903 
THE UNDERWOOD CuP- Presented by J. C. Underwood, '96. To be competed for 
at each fall underclass meet 
Held by class of 1905 in 1902 
THE RECORD CuP- Presented by E . Brainerd Bulkeley, '90 
THE RELAY TEAM CuP -Won at the First Regiment C. N. G. games, April 18, 
1895, by Sparks, '97, Bancroft, '97. Lecour, '98, Coggeshall, '96 
THE WESLEYAN-TRINITY Cur - Won at Second Division, Naval Battalion, C. N. 
G., Feb. 21, 1Q02, by defeating Wesleyan in indoor meet 
THE GEORGE SHELDON McCooK CuP- Presented by Prof. J. J. McCook, March 
21, 1902, as a memorial of his son, G. S. McCook, '97. To be awarded 
to the student making the best record in athletics during tha year 
Held by Henderson, 'o2 
94 
IDrark IDram ~L]uab 
Captaiu, G. D. RANKIN, '03 
Jlfanager, W. LARCHAR, '03 
G. D. RANKIN, '03 
H. C. VA WEELUEN, .03 
E. s. MERRIAM, '02 
R. H. HuTCHINSON, '03 
W. S. TRUMBULL, '03 
T . i\L SYPHAX, '03 
0 . \V. CRAIG, '03 
E. c. THOMAS, '03 
w. G. WHERRY, '04 
C. W. REMSEN, 'os 
Assistant ll:fanager, M. H. BuFFINGTON, '04 
~qua{l 
95 
W. F. BuLKLEY, 'o s 
A. R . GooDALE, 'os 
E. L. DuFFEE, 'os 
H . G. BARBOUR , 'o6 
G. D. BowNE, 'o6 
P. E. CuRTiss, 'o6 
D . W. GATESON, 'o6 
] . H . GEORGE, 'o6 
M. S. PHILLIPs, 'o6 




















































































































































Annual 3Julloor .tlrrt of tqr IDrmity <!lollrgr 
Atl1ldir 1\.s.soriatiou 
March ro, 1903 
20-YARD DASH 
First, Trumbull, '03; Second, Gateson, 'o6. Time, 3 sec. 
POLE VAULT Record, 9 ft. 8 in., Sturtevant, 'or 
First, Bowne 'o6 ; Second, ·w inston 'o6. Height, 9 ft. 4 in. 
ROPE Cl.IMB!KG 
j Record, 7 sec. Applegate, '87; 
1 McCook, '90; Davis, '9~; Brinley, 'or 
First, Short, '03 ; Second, Bulkley , '05. Time, SJ} sec. 
STANDING HIGH JuMP Record, 4ft. 87S in., Baxter, '99 
Fi1'St, Van Weelden, '03; Secotzd, Trumbull, 'o3. Height, 4ft. 4.Yz in. 
PuTTING 16 PouND SHOT Record, 37 ft. 6 in., Ingalls, '99 
First, Syphax, '03; Second, Johnson, '03. Distance, 3~ ft. 8 in . 
PARALLEL BARS 
First, Reed, 'o6 ; Second, Short, '03 
RuNl'ING HIGH JuMP Record, 5 ft. 11 }.( in., Baxter, '99 
First, Van Weelden, '03; Second, Bowne, 'o6. Height, 5 ft. 5 in. 
FENCE VAULT Record, 6ft. 11 in ., Hill, '02 
First, Reed , 'o6, tied with Phillips, 'o6; Seco11d, Van \Veelden, 'o3. 
Height 6ft. 3.Yz in. 
HORI ZONTAL BAR 
Fi•·st, Van Weelden, '03; Second, Reed, 'o6 
30-YARD Low HURDLES 
First, Syphax, 'o3; Second, Trumbull, '03. Time, 4t sec. 
HIGH KI CK Record, 9 ft., Baxter, '99 
First, Van Weelden, '03; Second, Reed, 'o6. Height, 8ft. 3 in. 
PoTATO RACE, Record, 29} sec., Walker, 'o2 
First, Van Weelden, 'o3; Second, G~teson, 'o6. Time, 30t sec . 
McCRACKEN Cup won by Van Weelden, '03 
















220-YARD H UR DLES . 
MmDLETOW , May 10, 1902 
Rankin, Trinity; Bagg, Wesleyan; Tuke, Trinity 
Time, 101} seconds 
Bagg, Wesleyan; Rankin, Trinity; Shouk, Wesleyan 
Time, 23 ~ seconds 
Rankin , Trinity; Bagg, Wesleyan; Becker, Wesleyan 
Time, 54} seconds 
Betts, Wesleyan; Guernsey, Wesleyan; Nixon, Wes:eyan 
Time, 2 minutes 13} seconds 
Guernsey, Wesleyan; Lorenz, Trinity; Betts, Wesleyan 
Time, 4 minutes 52~ seconds 
1eeker, Wesleyan; Guernsey, Wesleyan; Rice, Wesleyan 
Time, II minutes 20 .~ seconds 
Walker, Trinity; Corscaden, Wesleyan; Martin, Wesleyan 
Time, 17} seconds 
Martin, Wesleyan; Duffee, Trinity 
Time, 28} seconds 
Two-Mru;: BICY CLE R ACE i Merriam, Trinity; Van Surdam, 
( Wesleyan; Randle, Trinity 
Time, 6 minutes 28~ seconds 
R uNNING HIGH J uMP Van Weeiden, Trinity; Neeld, Wesleyan; Xixon , Wesleyan 
Height, 5 feet 4Yz inches 
R UNNING BROAD JUMP Van Weelden, Trinity; Duffee, Trinity; Nixon, Wesleyan 
Distance, 21 feet 4Yz inches 
PoLE VAULT Eyster, Wesleyan; Fletcher, Wesleyan; Merriam, Trinity 
Height, 9 feet SYz inches 
16-Po uNo SHOT W. Johnson, Trinity; Corscaden, Wesleyan; J Johnson, Trinity 
Distance, 37 feet 2 inches 
16-PouND HAMMER Hill, Trinity; W. Johnson, Trinity; Agard, Wesleyan 




Henderson , Trinity; Corscaden , Wesleyan; Inglis, Wesleyan 
Distance, 97 feet 3 inches 
Firsts Seconds Third s Total Points 
9 5 4 6-t 





IDhtttdy-fir.at 1\uuual 111itl1l may of t~t IDriuity 
Qiollrgr 1\t~ldir 1\.a.anriatiou 
SATURDAY, May z, 1903 
~ 
Wradt iEbruts 
100-YARD DAsH R ecord, 10 J4 sec. , Strong, '9~ 
First, Gateson, 'o6; Second, Trumbull, 'oJ; Third, Thomas, 'oJ. Time, 10~ liec. 
220-YARD DAsH Record , 22 ~;( sec. , Graves , '92 
First, Bulkley, 'o5; Second, Gateson, 'o6; Third, Behr, 'o6. Time, 28! sec. 
440-Y ARD DASH Record, 5 I sec. , Sparks, '97 
First, Goodale, '05; Seco1rd, Bulkley, '05; T hird, Simmons, 'o6. Time, 55 sec. 
88o-YARD DASH . Record, 2 min. SJ{ sec., Hutchins , '90 
First, Goodale, '05; Second, Hutchinson, 'oJ; Thi1·d , Wherry, 'o4. 
Time, 2 min. I 5 sec. 
MILE RuN Record. 4 min . J4~ sec., Waterman, 'or 
First, George, 'o6; Second, Remsen, '05; Thil·d, Craig, 'oJ. Time, 5 min I7 sec. 
2-MILE RuN Record, ro min. J9 ~ sec. , White, '97 
First, Barbour, 'o6 ; Second, Hutchinson, 'oJ; T hird, Wherry, 'o~. Time, I I min . 
120-YARD HuRDLES Record, I7 ~ sec. , Walker, 'o2 
Fi1·st, Phillips , 'o6 ; Sec011d, Curtiss, 'o6. Time, I9} sec. 
220-YARD HURDLES Record,, 27·} sec. , Leffingwell , '95 
First, Phillips, 'c6; Suond, Curtiss, 'o6 ; Third, Thomas, '03. Time, 31! sec. 
JJ1trl!l iEhruta 
THROWING DISCUS Record, 98ft. 6J{ in ., Brinley, 'or 
First, Bowne, 'o6; Second, Trumbull, 'o3; Third, Thomas, 'oJ. Distance, 98 ft. 6J{ in. 
PuTTING r6-PouND SHOT Record, J9 ft. 7 J{ in., Carter, '94 
First, Johnson, 'OJ; Second, Trumbull, '03; T hird, Thomas, '03 . Distance, J2 ft. 
THROWING 16-POlJND HAMMER Record, 126 ft. J{ in., Ingalls, '99 
First, Blakeslee, 'os ; Seroud, Short, '03; Third, Thomas, '03. Distance, 86ft. 10 in. 
RUNNING HIGH J UMP . 
First , Bo\vne, 'o6 ; Second, Phillips, 'o6. 
Record, 6 ft. r in., Baxter , '99 
Height, 4 ft. 7 in. 
RUNNING BROAD JuMP Record, 22ft. 5J{ in . ' Van Weelden, '03 
First, Van Weelden, 'oJ; Second , Bowne, 'o6; Third, Trumbull, '03. 
Distance, 20 ft . r in. 
PoLE VAULT Record, 9ft. 7J{ in., Baxter, '90 
First, Bowne, 'o6 ; Seco11d, Winston, 'o6 ; Tltird, Phillips, 'o6. Height, 7 ft . 
The Leffingwell Cup won by the Class of I906. 
Points won by 'oJ, 













C . C. THOMAS, Manager T. N. DENSLOW, A ssistant Manager 
A'f!dicnl A ttmdmzt 
Dr. J. B. McCooK 
L. E . 
ALLEN 
GRAiiGE 
L. T . 
FALKNOR 
FACKLER 
L . II. 
SYPHAX 
BRUCE 
'83, s. H. GIESY 
'84. S. T. MILLER 
'Ss, W. W. BARBER 
'86, W. W. BARBER 
'87, W. W. BARBER 
'88, E . McP. McCooK 
'89, E. McP. McCooK 
'go, T. P. THURSTON 
Captain 
T. M . SYPHAX 
Trainn· 
GEORGE B . VELTE 
L.G. C. H. G. R . T. 
JOHNSON 
PHILLIPS 












Captain for 1903, W. B. ALLEN, 'o~ 
*.{ 
ll1onnrr <naptain.s 
'gi, w. C. HILL 
'gi, H. S. GRAVES 
'g2, G. D. HARTLEY 
'93, J . W. EDGERTON 
'o4, J. STRAWBRIDGE 
'g5, W. S. LANGFORD, Jr. 
'g6, A . M. L ANGFORO 
100 
'en, A. S. WooDLE 
'98, W. B. SuTTON 
'99. w. P. BROWN 
'oo, W. P . BROWN 
'or, J . H ENDERSON 
'o2 , T. 1\I. SvPHAX 
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IDriuity' .a 1J1ootball 1Srrorb 
~ 
Following is a record of T rinity in Football from 1878 to 1902 
Games Won Lost Games Won 
Amherst s 6 Springfield Training School o 
Amherst Aggics 9 0 Stevens 3 
Boston Technology . 2 s St. John's 
Brown 2 St. Steven's 
Columbia . 3 0 Tufts 0 
Cornell 0 University of Penosylvania 0 
Dartmouth 0 3 University of Rochester 
Hamilton . 3 3 University of Syracuse 0 
Haverford 0 Un iversity of Vermont 
Holy Cross 0 Wesleyan 4 
Lafayette . 0 West Point 
Laureates. 0 Williams 0 
M. I. T. 2 Worcester Technology 4 
Naval Academy 0 Yale. 0 
New Jersey A. C. 0 
so 

















ID'rinity Qtollrgr 3Jutrr.sr~nla.ntir 
1J1nnthall 1£ragur 
FOLNDED 1900 
§;dynnl£1 itt t~r lliragur 
Hartford Public High School 
Boardman Manual Training School, 
New Haven, Conn. 
Meriden High School 
Torrington High School 
New Britain High School 
Holders; of cup, 1902, Boardman Manual Training School 
A banner is presented to the champion team of each year, and the school ob-
taining three banners in three successive years retains the cup permanently 
103 
IDrintty' .a T!iasrhall Qlaptains 
'67. £. R . BREV005T '87, J . w SH ANNON 
'68, E. R. BREVOOST , S, G. w. BRINLEY 
'69, A. BROCKLESUV '89. T. L. CttERITREE 
'70, A. BROCKLESUV 'yo, R. Me C . BRADY 
'7l, E . B. WATTtl 91' H. s. GRAVES 
'72, E. B. \VATTS 'q2, H. S. GRAVFS 
'73. E. B. WATTS '93. G. D. HARTLEY 
'74. c. E. CRAIK 94. J. J. PENROSE 
'75' F. T. LINCOLN 95· H. R. DINGWALL 
'76. G. s. HEWITT J . J. PENROSE 
n. w. E. R OGE R:> C. DuB. BROUGIITO~ 
'78, F. w. WtHTb: '96, A . J. WILLIAMS 
'79. w. N. ELBERT M. H CoGGESHALL 
'So, w. J. RoDGERs '97. D. C. GRAVES 
'8 1, G. D. H OWELL '98, D . c. GRAVES 
'82 , A. H. vV RIGHT '99. J. H. K. DAVIS 
'83, C. M. K URTZ 'oo, H. McK. GLA ZEI! IWliK 
'84. F. E. JOHNSON 'o r, R. FISKE 
·ss. J. w. SHANNON 'o2, E. GOOURIDGE, J R. 
'86, J. w. SHANNON 'OJ, H. D. BRIGHAM 
104 
1IItrrrtors 




E. GooDRIDGE, JR., Captazit 
GooDRIDGE, 'oz, ~ MANN, 'o+. ~ s. s. 
MANN, "04, l p. MADDOX, 'o+, f 
HENDERSON, '02, C. 
BRIGHAM, '03, lb. 
ALLEN, '04, 2b. 
SvPIIAX, 'o3. 3b. 
~ 
EATON, 'oj, t r. £. 
BARTON. 'o2, l 
CLEMEI'T, 'o;. I. f. 
WHEELER, I f 
BARTON, f C . . 
ilanrhall .§d1rllulr fnr H1U3 
28, ·westminster, at Simsbury 
I' Princeton, at Princeton 
7. Harvard, at Cambridge 
8, Brown, at Providence 
14, Fordham, at r ew York 
IS, U. of P. , at Philadelphia 
16, Villanova, at Villanova 
18, Manhattan, at rew York 
20, N. Y. U., at New York 
23, Yale. at Hartford 
25, Springfield Conu. League, at 
Springfield 
29, Theological Serilinary, at 
Hartford 
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May 2, West Point, at West Point 
7, Syracuse, at Hartford 
9, Tufts, at Tufts College 
16, N. Y. U., at Hartford 
20, Tufts, at Hartford 
23, Wesleyan, at Hartford 
27, Amherst" Aggies," at Hart-
ford 
30, N. Y. U., at New York (in 
case of tie) 
June 2, Columbia, at Hartford 
6, Amherst, at Amherst 








































































H . c. V AN \ VEELDEN, '03 
P . H . B RA IH N, '03 
Mr. G. B. VELTE 
Right Forward 
H . D . BRIGHAM, '03 
Right Guard 
H . c. V A N W EELDEN, '03 
V. E. R EHR, 'o6 
~ra.ao11 1902-1903 
Center 
E. C. T HOMAS, '03 
G. D. BowNE, 'o6 
Substitutu 






E. L. DuFFEE, 'os 
Left Guard 
T. M. SYPHAX, '03 
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H. D. BRIGHAM 
S. ST. J. MoRGAN 




Prof. BABBITT HEYN, '04 
Prof. LUTHER BuFFINGTON, '04 
Prof. URBAN GosTENHOFER, 'os 
Prof. PERK INS O'CoNNOR, 'os 
JOHNSON, '03 EwiNG, 'os 
BRIGHAM, '03 PHILLIPS, 'c6 
MoRGAN, 'o3 H UNT, 'o6 
RANKIN, '03 BUHGWIN, 'o6 
BRUCE, '03 HAIGHT, 'o6 
LIGHTBOI:RN , '04 
Collrge Tennis Champioll, I902 
H. D. BRIGHAM, '03 
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"Xlnb billing- wiubom witb eacb utubiouu prar." 
AN this be said of us, we wonder? Have we indeed, like unto our often 
quoted friends the buzzy bees, been toiling and moiling, laying away 
stores of knowledge against the fatal day when we shall need all our 
supply, aye, and more too? Ah well, who knows,- now ? The time is 
approaching, however, and that right speedily, when we shall all have to make 
answer to this pressing question, and shall in return be informed as to whether we 
are to moye forwa rd gloriously,- or step back into the oblivion of'o-. 
For the year is gone at last, a lthough we could not perhaps tell you where or 
how. Gone indeed, and still we live and flourish, and fail to pay our bills, and loll 
around the campus and cheer the Professors who g ive us cuts, just as we always 
have done. In fact, so similar is our present existence to what it was a year ago, 
Jet us say , that a stranger's eye could detect no change. Yet there are alterations. 
The year has left its mark:3 upon all of us, and if some find that they amount to 
twenty or more, then are these peculiarly blessed over their fellows, and should 
share with us their good fortune. With others, the marks may read, 4.95556 , in 
which case we will all rejoice that the last figure was not a four. Besides th ese 
pleasant incidentals, there are the soul marks common to all, some of them memo-
rials of pain or sorrow or disappointment, most of them, happily, reminders of 
irresponsible, careless, joyful days , when all around was bright, and when the 
future seemed, as it does still, full of the most glorious possibilities. 
However, we are wandering, as we often do. We must tell you what really 
happened, and not what we think about things in general. At the beginning of 
the year, probably for want of better employment, the upper-classmen looked on 
genially at the childish amusements of the Primary ~nd Kindergarten Departments. 
These fought numerous duels on various fields, and, as usual , got nowhere in the 
end, each having precisely the same opinion of itself as when it started. The 
culmination of the strife came at the I90~-r906 Banquet, on which occasion the older. 
children certainly scored one on the infants, by dint of much hard work and 
cheese-cloth. 
}'Ieanwhile, attention had been turned in other directions, and we thought to 
see some football games. What we did see,- but le t us not dwell on this painful 
III 
subject. Suffice it to !"ly that we "fell down," hard, and were unable to rise for 
some time. 
Gladly enough we hurried away from the awful carnage of the gridiron to 
watch the basketball team, in yelling for which we partly forgot our troubles. 
Winning or losing, we cheered just the same, and, if it lost, assured ourselves that 
it bad the ability to win if only it Mdn't chosen not to exhibit it. One game there 
was which we remembered, and which consoled us for many mishaps. Surely it 
is no small thing for j~st a plain college to defeat a "University" in fair fight, yet 
that is the feat our team accomplished for us, and if later on the "University" re-
turned the compliment, we counted it no shame to ourselves to be vanquished by 
so mighty an opponent, and.were, on the whole, well pleased, smiling pleasantly 
when asked to contribute our hard-earned quarters,- wrested from unwilling 
parents at the cost of many touching appeals, which it took us hours of arduous 
labor to compose,- to pay for the expenses of the said team. Yes, we smiled 
pleasantly,- and forgot about the quarters. 
In the midst of all this excitement, only it was some considerable time before, 
our soaring spirits suddenly had weights hitched onto their tails and were brought 
heavily to earth again. As day after day passed by and the 29th of January ap-
proached with lightning rapidity we began to bethink ourselves and bestir our-
selves, and for a week or two you would hardly have recognized us in the indus-
trious and earnest-faced creatures who swarmed in the lecture rooms. Gracious, 
bow we did put in licks ! With what rapt attention did we bang on the words of 
our dear Prof., to see if he wouldn't disclose something which we might want to 
know for the exam ! What a scansion of note-books, what a scurrying to look up 
old references, what a mania for early morning crams! And then, Oh then, the 
four-hour anguish of the dreadful exam ! The brain-racking, soul-torturing, heart-
breaking struggle to answer the fiend-devised questions on that double-accursed 
paper! 
Suddenly all is changed. Yesterday these were serious college students, un-
willing for an instant to remove more than one eye at a time from their beloved 
text-books; to·day what are they? Gay. frivolous, dashing young blades, dancing 
and flirting, singing and playing, you might think they bad never known care. In 
the exuberance of their joy at the close of the exams , they must needs take a week 
off in which to celebrate, and in order to do the thing thoroughly, they find it 
necessary to call upon numerous individuals of the fair sex for assistance, who, it 
may be remarked, are generally only too glad to help in any way they can. And 
so the campus is alive with youths and maidens for awhile, and the charms of 
college life as a whole, and of life at Trinity College in particular, are set forth in 
glowing terms of eulogy for the edification and amusement of the charming visitors, 
who swallow it all willingly, and even ask for more. Meanwhile, at intervals, there 
come a tea, and a german, and another tea, and a performance by the so-called 
Musical Organizations, and finally, to end the show, there is one grand blow-out, 
at which everyone shows up in his best togs and dances till four o'clock in the 
morning, and is then waked up at half· past seven with a headache and sore feet 
and an unprepared lesson and no chapel cut left, to find the whole business over 
and all the disagreeable problems of life to be faced once more. 
Well, we managed to survive this experience about as well as they ever do, 
that is to say, excellently, and, once it was over, rose in our might and prepared 
for further combat. While we were getting ready, rolling up our figurative 
ll2 
sleeves and shaking our defiant running-pants at the enemy, and generally dis-
porting ourselves in the li!re defiant fashion, St. Patrick-· good man!- furnished 
us with a pleasant diversion, at which we all took time out to laugh. On this 
occasion, the infants fairly tied the score that had been made against them last 
rovember, and perhaps even added a trifle on their own side, leading their hot-
headed and blood-tqirsty elders down to the Athletic Field to scrap over a few 
posters, while a select committee quietly shinned up an electric light pole and 
gracefully draped the 1906 banner therefrom. No bloodshed ensued. 
Since then we have been battling manfully against our numerous and power-
ful foes, with varying success. The baseball team has several good games on its 
schedule, and has already made an excellent showing. The track team has as yet 
had no chance to show what it can do, so we must perforce suspend judgment. 
Thus at length we approach the end of our tale. You see it has really been a 
very pleasant year, after all. We have met defeat; we have tasted victory; and 
the one has not soured us, nor the other unduly inflated us. And with all, we 
have added unto ourselves countless associations and memories to be fondly treas-
ured in after years, long after our names are forgotten by all save the publisher 
of the Quinquennial. 
In a flash, all are over: Dramatics, Class Day, Dance, Commencement; and 
trunks and furniture strew the walk. In a few days Robert will have undisputed 
sway ; but let us not separate without a word of good-will. To you who are to be 
gone only for a season, to return again refreshed in mind and body, and ready for 
fresh struggles against the merciless Professors,- to you we can say but "Au 
Revoir." But to you others, who have now done with college days, and are for the 
first time to face the real problems of life, we would say, "Godspeed ! May all 
good fortune and happiness be with you ! May yon experience the success you 
deserve, and may you never be too far away from your Alma Mater to recall with 
grateful and loving hearts the days which you will one day know to have been 
the happiest of all your lives,- the days of The College Year ! " 
8 113 
Inscribed to Mrs. H . M . HOPKINS 
i!fymuun 1\nwtmirun ~atutiuun 
Words by Prof. H. M. HOPKINS 
Trinity College, Hartford 
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~ynmu.a Anwrmiru.a ~atuttttu.a 
Nunc iubar solis trepidaus rubescit, 
Nosque surgentes, animis refectis, 
Laudibus claris hilares canemus 
Omnipotentem. 
Ut Deus nostras studiis diei 
Roboret mentes, tacitae per umbras 
N octis ut servet vigilans, fideli 
Corde precaillur. 
Praesidem doctum et iuvenes et omnes 
Rore doctores benedictianis 
Ille suffundat pater angelorum, 
Hie et ubique, 
Semper ut nobis liceat canamus 
Ad thornum stantes penitus beati, 
Ut volens sanctos Deitas redemptos 
Fronde coronet. 
llftnlrt.a 
Dearest, my thoughts of thee inspire 
My fancy to express 
In glowing words my· heart's desire, 
And yearning tenderness. 
Accept these simple tokens, Dear, 
As they are all my own ; 
Whate'er of merit might appear 
Is due to thee alone. 
Herbert M. Ho~kins. 
Sometimes more dear than blossoms rare 
Are modest violets ; 
And though my aspirations bear 
Less bloom than violets, 
If only thou, with tender thought, 
And insight, love-inspired, 
Wilt read,- and know their true import, 
Feel all I have desired,-
These blossoms of my heart and mind 
May, to thy fancy, seem 
Like fragrant violets entwined, 
Sweet in my thought and dream. 
L. H. B. 
ll6 
llim ~ n 11\rtnin1lrr 
"~~· UXTREE! wuxtree! All about de big football game! Trinity wins! 
• . • Wuxtree! want a poiper, mister? Yep. Dey won by tree points. Awful 
exci tin ' game, mister. I wuz gain' up ter see it, but business kep' me home. 
I had a big contract on hand, so I couldn't go. Was awfu l disappointed , 
dough. Wot? me contract? \Vy, sellin ' poipers, o' course . 'vVot der yer tink? Wy, I 
been at dis yere business fer de last five years, I have, ever since I wuz so l,'gh. Ver see 
dat scar? Well , I got dat little reminder wen I wuz only in business eight months. I 
could ha' dropped de job den an' dece if I wanted ter, an' been a gentleman at leisure, 
smokin' nickle cigars, an restin' in de arms of luxury. But it wuz de one ting dat helped 
me out of trouble, wen I wuz in trouble, so I taught I oughter stick ter me ole frien's, like a 
feller oughter, an' I done it , an' now I aint a bit sorry nuther. It's de ole frien's dat is de 
good frien's, mister. But I wouldn't g ive dat fer no oder business on di!> triestrial globe, 
see . It's been me mainstay fer de las' five years, boss , an' I reckon it'll be fer de rest of me 
natural life. Do yer want a poi per? Tanks. Wot? Don't want no change? Gee! dey 
aint many fellers dat's as good as you. Dey all wants deir change ef dey has ter wait all 
night. 'vVy, one feller, mister , wanted a Joinal, and give me a nickle, ant! all de small 
money I had wuz a ten dollar bi ll an' tree fives an' a single. But he waited, just de same. 
" How'd I get dat scar? It wuz just dis way, boss. Ver know my name's Jim . 
Wot ? Ver didn't know ? Gee, dat's funny. Well, it is. Me real name's Jim F linn, 
but de boys calls me 'Hard Luck Jim ,' fer short, Well, as I said, it wuz dis way. I'd 
been in de business about eight months, an' it wuzn't flourishin', neider. I had all I 
could do ter get enough of .de staf of life ter keep me pal pi tater movin'. But I managed 
ter scrape along some how or t'other. Sure I had a fader an' a moder, too, but all de 
good dey ever done me wuz ter fire me out of de house. Dey used ter lick me all de t ime, 
dat is, de ole man did. But me moder didn't care, so it wuz just as bad ez gittin' anoder 
canin' . 
" But fer me story. I wouldn't have time ter tell yer if dis wuzn't me las' poiper. 
But bein' ez it is, I can take a little recrashion frum me dooties ter talk ter me frien's, yer 
know. Well, wen de ole lady fi red me out, I lived by sellin' poipers , an ' sleepin' in door-
ways an' empty bar'ls, or any old t ing I could git a night's lodgin' in widout payin' any 
rent. I had ter keep one peepl:!r workin' all de time fer de ole man, cuz wen he ketched 
me, he took all me ready cash an' endorsed checks, an' got drunk, an' den dere wuz de ole 
Nick ter pay. But, az I wuz sayin', I Jived mostly on de little money I got sellin' poipers, 
but pretty soon business began ter lag, an' I had ter scratch gravel sometimes, an' stuff me 
poipers between me pants an' meself ter fill up de achin' void in de pit of me stommik. 
An' one day , I remember, I wuz hungry enough ter eat carpit and chair tacks, mister, but 
I couldn't sell a poiper ter save me life. All me regular customers wuz away. It wuz in 
de spring, yer know, wen most of me regular wuz down ter Atlantic City. I didn't go 
ter de city dat year, cuz me bank account wuz low, an' I had ter keep me eye peeled on me 
affairs in Wall Street. 
'' Well, not be in' able ter git any grub dat even in', I taught I would take a walk up de 
street ter see wot's doin' among me frien's, de Astors an' Goulds. I went up Broadway. 
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an' before I knowed it wuz eleven o'clock by me new watch an' chain. I wuz directly in 
front of de Metropolitan Opra House wen it let out, an' de people wuz comin' out like 
flies off a dead horse. I hung aroun' fer a while, watchin' a little girl an' her mamma 
cross de street. I see de kid leggo de ole girl's hand an' run in front of an uptown trolley. 
She just got acrost in time, but she wuz goin' so fast dat she didn't see de downtown car 
comin' slidin' along for all it wuz worth. Well. I see it, an' I see she wuz goin' ter be in 
trouble if somebody didn't jump in in a hurry. So I runs acrost de sidewalk, bein' on de 
opposite side from de theater, an' grabs de kid just in time ter save it from de car. She 
wuz already blattin' fer her rna at de top of her lungs, wen all of a suddint I see a great 
big horse, looked ez big ez an elephant, come swoopin' down us, an' I only had time ter 
give de kid a shove, wen I fell rite in front of de horse on a hunk of orange peel, an' de 
fust ting I knowed I aidn't know anyting. 
"But wen I woke, I wuz in a dandy wite bed, an' dey wuz a half a dozen guys standin' 
aroun', and a couple of ladies, whisperin' ter each oder. I noticed dat me head wuz achin' 
ter beat de band, an' me eye was shut, but I didn't say anyting, just kind of mumblin' a 
little. Den one of de men said dat I would pull trough all right in a couple of days, but 
he didn't tink I'd ever see out of dat one lamp again. De fust ting r said wen I woke wuz: 
' How's de kid?' and ' 'V'ere am I?' cuz I wuzn't used ter fine beds an' company in me 
bedchamber. Den dey tole all about wot happened, an' de wimmen folks turned on de 
waterworks, an' called me 'Dear' an' all dat rot, but I didn't mind it mrich, oney me head 
ached like de mischief, an' I felt all kind of broke up like, 
"Well, dat's how I got dat dere scar. It looks kind of bad, an' I can't see out of me 
eye yet, but de oder one does de work just ez well ez two. De people kep' me dere, an' 
took care of me, an' treated me like Prince Henry of de Sandwich Islands, or w'erever he 
lives, fer about two months. I wuz pretty well by dat time, an' wanted ter git out ter 
work again. Dey didn't want meter go; wanted me ter stay an' marry de kid, I suppose, 
but I wuzn't stuck on gittin' married, cuz I seen Pop an' Mom togeder, an' dey wuz mar-
ried. So I tole dem I had ter go, an· after a wile dey wuz will in' an' Jet me go. But dey 
made me promiss ter call an' see dem again, an' dey gib me dis watch ter remember 'em by. 
But I didn't need it fer dat. I have di! scar, an' dat's ez good a remembrance ez I want. 
It'll stay longer dan all de Ingersoll watches in de worl', an' dat's a fact. 
"Dat's all, mister, an' now I got ter be goin' along, ez I got ter send in me orders fer 
ter-morrer's poipers. Tanks, mister, fer buyin' me last poiper, I didn't want ter boder 
yer talkin' so long, but you is de fust person I tole dat story to, an' I reckon it took me a 
long wile ter tink up de details. Well, good·night, mister, do yer want a poiper ter-
morrer night? All right. Tanks; I won't boder yer any longer. Good-night. 
D. W. G 
II8 
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CHORUS 
Omnipotent Zeus, and gods of our land, 
Who have saved our towers with outstretched hand, 
Mighty preservers ! 
Shall we sing as they bring glad news from afar 
How our spearmen stood 'mid the waves of war, 
Dauntless defenders? 
Or shall dirges arise as with streaming eyes 
We mourn for the light of Thebes that dies? 
For the heroes twain in the fierce fight slain 
Let the salt tears flow as sad and slow 
We wail for the dead who have gone below, 
Equal offenders ! 
STROPHE 
Oh sad the fate that comes, though late, 
To the sons of CEdi pus, sons of hate ! 
And to my heart what terrors dart, 
As Tbyad-wise, with frenzied eyes, 
I raise my unavailing cries! 
I raise a dirge for the fallen head, 
The twain who fought, the twain who bled, 
Alas! now numbered with the dead! 
The fateful song of luckless spears 
Is ringing, ringing in my ears, 
I mourn with unavailing tears! 
ANTI STROI'I-IE 
Accursed sire ! thy fell desire 
Brought woes incredible , sword a nd fire ! 
Alas! the hor ror passing faith! 
Alas ! the brothers' double death ! 
And slowly through the city street 
I hear the muffled marching feet. 
STROPHE 
Ah, true, alas ! the message , for a double-dealing doom 
Has fallen on our heroes, and I see them borne along 
The unreturnlng journey, while the sorrow of the tomb 
Now comes to dwell beside the hearths that once were glad with song. 
ANTISTROPHE 
But, 0 my dearest friends, before a storm of sighs, 
Ply about the head an urging stroke of bands, 
And send the black-sailed ship on which the hero lies 
Adown the stream of Acheron to unseen, sunless lands ! 
H~rbert Mill!~r I-Iopkins. 
When the brown, bare earth is await for spring, 
And a patient look is on everything, 
And the waters, freed of their icy chain, 
Begin to murmur and talk again, 
And the first dim scents from the ground arise 
Foretelling flowers, and the windy skies 
Are full with sounds which seem to say 
That winter perished but yesterday : 
Oh then, Oh then, dost thou speak thy word, 
Thou hardu herald, thou prophet-bird, 
Thou song sparrow, in the treetop heard ! 
Richard Burton 
.. ~till 11llfatrr.s i!tun irt.p ·· 
"Still waters run deep." -It is true; 
And clear and pure below 
Flow living springs that only few 
Are privileged to know. 
" Still waters run deep." -Far below, 
Hidden from prying eyes, 
Flawless gems in radiance glow, 
Reflecting the light of the skies. 
" Still waters run deep." - Gn their breast 
The frailest boat may glide ; 
No treacherous rocks disturb its rest, 
Nor restless, changeful tide. 
" Still waters run deep." -Choose who woul d 
The shallow, babbling stream-
Rushing along in fickle mood-
Changing with each sunbeam. 
" Still waters run deep." - Let who will 
Trust in the rapid river ; 
My barque I'll entrust to the still, 
Deep waters forever. 
" Still waters run deep." -Yet some day 
Their depths my soul will sound ; 
In their hidden springs my thirst allay, 
And by their gems be crowned. 
120 
L. H. B. 
J 
1\ iay ir.ram itt 1Juu.r 
The balmy breezes breathe of June-
Sweet month of roses, and of Love; 
Softly the fragrance-laden air 
Steals o'er my senses like some tune 
Of subtle charm ; -till, far above 
The bounds of earth, it seems to bear 
My yearning spirit in a swoon. 
Once more my hand is clasped in thine; 
Ijeart to heart, our spirits meet ; 
And, gazing in thy tender eyes, -
\Vhere glowing fires, love-kindled, shine-
I read anew assurance sweet 
Of constancy worth sacrifice, 
And promise of thy love divine. 
Only a dream;- a phantasy. 
The fair June day and roses' scent 
Have mingled with my thoughts of thee 
And wrought the spell. A prophecy, 
It seems, of future glad event. 
And so my soul in ecstasy 
Still thrills,- and waits in sweet content. 
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INCE the date o~ the last annual report there have been added to the 
Library 2,482 volumes and I ,095 unbound pamphlets, a much larger 
increase than ever before, making the total strength of the Library 
45,130 volumes and 28,185 pamphlets. 
The most notable single gift of the year was that of the splendid 75-volume 
edition of f...e "Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents" presented by Mr. George 
E. Hoadley, of Hartford. Only 750 numbered sets of this most valuable collection 
have been printed, and the College is very fortunate in possessing it. 
Mr. Sydney G. Fisher, '79, was the donor of more than a thousand volumes of 
standard literature and history. Numerous other gifts, together with purchases, 
have swelled the total of acquisitions in the scientific departments, to which a 
steadily increasing amount of attention has to be given. 
The following table shows the reference use of the library by months : 
wablr of Attrnllanrr 
1899-1900 1900-1901 1901-1902 
Month Daily Evening Daily Evening 
,------"-------- ,------"------, 
June 121 126 28 
September. 26 So 41 
October 165 268 441 49 
November 261 269 363 74 
December 225 ns 357 82 
January 148 271 335 69 
February 276 447 48 391 130 
March 367 873 93 429 I 12 
April 181 393 47 3II 77 
May 195 476 51 347 64 
!,844 3.313* 239 3,141 6Bs 
3,141 
3,826 
• This total includes Evening attendance. 
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®ffirrrs nf !lustral ®rgantzattnns 
~ 
President 
RoBERT WIGHT TRENBATH 
Manager 
CHARLES ERASTUS BRUCE 
A ssis fant llfanagn· 




December IIth,- HARTFORD (Retreat) 
January 13th,- WINDSOR 
February 12th,- ALU~I 1 HALL 
February qth,- CHRIST CHURCH PARISH HousE 
February 19th,-COLT MEMORIAL HousE 
February 27th,- MANCHESTER 
March qth,- SHILOH BAPTI ST CHURCH 
April 30th,- SIMSBURY 
May 8th,- RocKVILLE 
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P. s. CLARKE, '03 
D. W. GATESON, 'o6 
G. H. HEYN, '04 
F. B. BARTLETT, '04 
R. w. TREN BATH, '03 
E. C. THOMAS, '03 
H. B. CARPENTER, '03 
c. E. BRUCE, '03 
P. H. BRADIN, '03 
T. M. SY!'J! AX, '03 
Leade1· 
ROBERT WIGHT TRENHATll 
§in~t m:cnorn 
~cconll m:enorn 
H. L. SCHWARTZ, 'o6 
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W. G. GRANGE, 'o6 
C. M. R EED, 'o6 
W . LARCHAR, '03 
D. M. F ACKLER, 'o6 
J. P. GARVIN, '03 
J. W. GRAI-IAME, 'o6 
E. l\I. HuNT, 'o6 
H. C. Bovo, 'os 
c. E. J oNEs, 'os 



























































































IDrittUy (!J:ollrgr flatt!tolitt (!J:luh 
~ 
Leadtr 
HARRY CLAYTo BoYD, 'os 
R. M. EwiNG, 'os 
M. S. PHILLIPS, 'o6 
H . B. CARPENTER, '03 
D. W. GATESON, 'o6 
~uiturs 
\V. P. S·muMAN, 'os H. c. BoYD, 'os 
Qlollrgr (@uartrt 
Fil·st Tenor 
PHILIP SAFFORD CLARKE, '03 
Second Tozor 
FREDERICK BETHUNE BARTLETT, '04 
First Bass 
RoBERT WIGHT TRE!':BATH, 'o3 
Second Bass 
HARRY CLAYTON BOYD, '05 
'iattjo IDrio 
WILLIAM LARCIIAR, JR., '03 PERCIVAL HAUTREV BRADIN, '03 





"' " "d ~:r




loyal itgyptiau ~tring ® drttr 
Hoffman Miller 
H . R. Thompson 
G. P. Ingersoll 
A. P. Burgwiu 
J. R. Bacon 
T. H. Yardsley 
J. W. Lewis 
E. F. Burke 
DeF. Hicks 
G. S. McCook 
J. S. Carter 
W. H. Eaton 
S. P. B. Trowbridge 
H. S. Martindale 
C. C. Peck 
W. D. McCrackan 
~ad1but 
G. D. Rankin, '03 
:Uute 
ORGANIZED A.D. 1879 
'1ft 
~nnurary ~rlllh.rr.a 
R. E. Burton 
H. Parrish 
C. C. Trowbridge 
W. C. D. Willson 
E. DeK. Leffingwell 
0. T. Paine 
G. E. Cogswell 
M. R. Cartwright 
J. II. K. Davis 
W. H. Boardman 
C. A. Appleton 
C. W. Bowman 
G. H. Hills 
R.N. Weibel 
C. H. Talcott 
1!15uitar 
F. P. Johnson 
F. M. Vermilye 
R. H . Macanley 
M. M. Sibley 
E. C. Beecroft 
L. G. Reynolds 
W. B. Sutton 
R. H. elson 
E. B. Bulkeley 
R. S. Saltus 
H. T. Greenley 
C. A. Lewis 
W . W. Vibbert 
P. L. Carton 
P. J. McCook 
E. J. Dibble, '04 
'lJ)uicimer 
W. B. Allen, '04 
)l)!lalter!.' 
H. D. Brigham, '03 
E. Parsons 
H. G. Barbour 
J. H. Page, Jr. 
H. D . Plimpton 
J. W. Nichols 
J. K. Clement 
R. H. Fox 
Theo Case 
A. R. Van De Water 
M. W. Clement 
R. Fiske 
G. Brinley 
A. T. -Nynkoop 
E. Goodrich 
C. H. Hills 
)l))lbawm~ 
E. C. Thomas, '03 
Warp 
J. MeA. Johnson, '03 W. H. Wheeler, '03 
~uoie 
A. C. Short, '03 
Freshmen may come and Seniors may go, 
But yet there remains the R . E. S. 0. 
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~tttinr ~nttnrary ~nritly 
Arliht iltmbtrn 
H. L. G. MEYER, Presidmt 
H . D. BRIGHAM, 
S. ST. J. MoRGAN 
Secretmy and Treasurer 
E. C. THOMAS 
G. D. RANKIN 
T. M. SYPHA X 
~rabuatr j\{.rmbrrs 
Allan, Edwin Stanton, '94 
Austin, William Morris, '98 
Bacon, Frederick Stanley, '99 
Barbour, Henry Grosvenot·, '96 
Barton, Charles Clarence, '93 
Barton, Philip Lockwood, 'oz 
Bates, Robert Peck, '93 
Beecroft, Edgar Charles, '97 
Bellamy, Robert Bayard, '0 1 
Brines, Moses James, 'oo 
Broughton, Charles Du Bois, '95 
Brown, William Parnell, 'or 
Brinley, Godfrey, 'or 
Bulkeley, John Charles, '93 
Carter, Julian Smart, '98 
Carter, Lawson Averill, '93 
Carter, Shirley, '94 
Churchman, Clarke, '93 
Coggeshall, Murray Hart, '96 
Cogswell, George Edward, '97 
Collins, William L1'rench, '93 
Cullen, James, Jr., '93 
Danker, Walton Stoutenburgh, '97 
Davis, John Henry Kelso, '99 
Davis, Cameron Josiah, '93 
Dingwall, Harrie Renz, '95 
Edgerton, Francis Cruger, '94 
Edgerton, John Warren, '94 
Ellis, George William, '94 
Fiske, Reginald, '01. 
Glazebrook, Haslett McKim, 'oo 
Goodridge, Edward, Jr., 'oz. 
Graves, Dudley Chase, '98 
Greenley, Howard Trescott, '94 
Hamlin, Edward Percy, '95 
Hartley, George Derwent, '93 
Henderson, James, 'o2 
Hill, Charles Hawley, 'o2 
Hornor, Harry Archer, 'oo 
Hubbard, Louis DeKoven, '93 
Hudson , James Mosgrove, 'o1 
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Langford, Archibald Morrison, '94 
Langford, William Spaight, Jr., '96 
Lewis, John William, '93 
Littell, Elton Gardiner, '99 
Lord, James Watson, '98 
Lockwood, Luke Vincent, '93 
Macauley, Richard Henry, '95 
McCook, George .Sheldon, '97 
Mcilvaine, John Gilbert, 'oo 
Morse, Bryan Killikelly, '99 
Nichols, John Williams , '99 
tl!iles, William Porter, '93 
Olcott, William Tyler, '96 
Paine, Ogle Tayloe, '96 
Page, John Henry, '97 
Parsons, Edgerton, '86 
Pearce, Reginald, '93 
Peck, Carlos Curtis, 'o2 
Pelton , Henry Hubbard, '93 
Penrose, John Jesse, Jr., '95 
Prince, Frederick Welles, 'oo 
R emson, Henry Rutgers, '98 
Reynolds, Lloyd Gilson, '98 
Rich, Earnest Albert, '99 
Schutz, Walter Stanley, '9~ 
Schwartz, David Louis, 'oo 
Sparks, William Albert, '79 
Strawbridge, John, '95 
Taylor, Charles Edward, '94 
Vibbert, Aubrey Darrell, '99 
Vibbert, William Welsh, '94 
Wainwright, Jonathan Mayhew,'95 
Weed, Charles Frederick, '94 
Weibel, Richard Nicks, 'o2 
Wheeler, Charles Hathorn, 'or 
Wheeler, William Hardin, 'o2 
Willson, Wm. Crosswell Doane, '93 
Wilson , George Hewson, '93 
Woffenden, Richard Henry, '93 
Woodle, Allan Sheldon, '99 
I 
t 
. r;)· ,. 
, .. {/ 
' . . 
~ 
.f 
..,.. \ / 
/ 
I • 
Presenter, W . H . BENJAMIN. '57 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
'57 
'5!1 
Receiver, G. R. HALLAM, '59 
lnveniam viam aut faciam 
Presenter, G. R . HALLAM, '59 Receiver, W. S. CoGSWELL, '61 
'.61 
Per aspera ad astra 
Presenter, W. H. WEBSTER, '61 Receiver, N. D. DAYTON, '63 
'.63 
~e tentes aut perfice 
Presenter, R . F. GooDWIN, '63 Receiver , C. W. MuNRO, '65 
'.65 
Facta non verba 




Presenter , F. L . NORTON, '68 R eceiver, E. V. B. KISSAM, '69 
'li!l 
Nunquam non paratus 
Presenter, JACOB LEROY, '69 Receiver , D. P. CoTTON, '71 
·n 
Nulla vestigia retrorsum 
Presenter, WILLIAM DRAYTON, ' 71 Receiver, F. 0. GRANNIS, '73 
Presenter , C. E. WooDMAN, '73 
Presenter, R. M EDWARDS, '74 
Presenter, C. E. MoORE, '76 
Presenter, J. D. HILLS, '78 
Presenter, W. R. LEAKEN, 'bo 
Presenter, A. P. BuRGWIN, '82 
Presenter, A. D . NEELEY, "85 
' 73 
AlEv aaryi<> 
Receiver, C. E . CRAIK, '74 
'74 
R eceiver, H. V. RuTHERFORD, '76 
'7li 
Inservit honori 
Receiver, W. C. BLACKMER, '78 
'78 
'Avea;ea-BE 
R eceiver, D. L . FLAMING, 'So 
·so 
Receiver, A. P. BuRGWIN, "82 
'82 
Respice finem 
R eceiver, S. H. GIESY, '85 
'85 
Duris non frangi 




Multa in dies addiscentes 
P resenter, A. H. ANDERSON , '87 Receiver, E. C. JoHNSON, 2d, '88 
'88 
Per angusta ad augusta 
Prese!lter, E. C. JoHNSON, 2d, '88 Receiver, E. M P. McCooK, 'go 
·go 
Semper agens aliquid 
Presenter, 'r. A. CoNOVER, 'go Receiver, I. D. RussELL, 'g2 
'92 
To ICaA.ov cptA.ov 
Presenter, G. HALL, '92 Receiver, F. F. JoHNSON, 'g~ 
'94 
Agere pro viribus 
Presenter, J . W. EDGERTON, '94 Receiver, J. STRAWBRIDGE, '95 
'95 
En avant I 





L7ra pTa v €A.axE<> TavTa l' ICo<rp.EL 
Receiver, 
'99 
Fortiter, fideliter, feliciter 
Receiver, ----------------------
'01 
N ovus ordo saeclorum 
Receiver, 
'04 
Tpo7roc; OCICaLOc; ICTijp.a np.ulJTa Tov 
Keepers of the Lemon Squeezer 
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WALTER SLATER TR UMBULL, P residmt 
RICHAR D NILES GRAHAM, Sartfary mzd Trmsttt er 
P. H. BRADIN, .03 
H. D. BRIGHAM, '03 
R. H. HuTCHINSON , '03 
J. MeA. J o HNsoN, 'o 3 
A . c. SHORT, '03 
W. S . TRUMBULL, '03 
w. B. ALLEN, '04 






Six th German 
~rmhrrs 
R . N. GRAHAM 
R. M. EwiNG 
w. B. ALLEN 
P. T. WELLES 
C. F . CLEMENT 
P. H. BRADIN 
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c . F. CLE\IENT, 'os 
R. M. E w ll\ G, 'os 
R. N. GRAHAM , "os 
C. E. GosTEN H OFER, 'os 
J. W . O 'CoNNo R, 'os 
c. w. RFM SEN, 'os 
P . T. WELLEs, 'os 
C. B. WYNKOOP, '05 
J. w. O'CONNOR 
C. W. REMSEN 
M . H . B uFFINGTON 
C. B . WYNKOOP 
C. E. GOSTENHOFER 
A. C . SHORT 
<!Hprb ID'riutty ~trnum 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY lOTH 
Lead~rs 
W. B . ALLEN M. H . B UFFINGTON 
O!olltgt Wta 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY liT H, IN AL UMNI H ALL, FROM 4 TO 6 P.M. 
~Itt. iSaujo. aub :!llltauboliu O!luh.s. follobttb by inuring 
THURS DAY , FEBRUARY 12TH 
3Juuior Jromtuabt 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH 

1Juntor Jromrnabr 
GIVEN BY THE CLAS OF 190~ 
illommittrr 
MoRGAN HYDE BOFFINGTON, Chair111all 
EDWARD }AMES l\lANN, Sardary and Treasttrer 
WALTER BEST ALLEN FREDERICK BETHUNE BARTLETT 
PHILII' LEWELLYN LIGHTBOURN 
WILLIAM GEORGE WHERRY 
BAYARD QuiNCY M o RGAN 
J atronl'!1!11'!1 
::llrs. L. B. Barbour 
Mrs. J. L. Barbour 
Mrs. C. C. Beach 
Mrs. G. W. Beach 
Mrs. M. T. Bennett 
Mrs. Arthur Bosanko 
Mrs. R. H . Buell 
Mrs. F . Bushnell 
Mrs. R. H. Chapman 
Mrs. T. B. Chapman 
Mrs. J. R . Claghorn 
l\Iiss Mary Clark 
l\Irs. Samuel Colt 
Mrs. R. W. Cutler 
Mrs. F. W. Davis 
l\Jrs. P. Davis 
l\Irs. G. H. Day 
Mrs. C. L. Edwards 
Mrs. R. G. Erwin 
l\f rs. J. Evans 
Mrs. Henry Ferguson 
Mrs. C. C. Goodrich 
Mrs. Francis Goodwin 
Mrs. J. L. Greene 
l\Irs. E. B. Hatch 
Mrs. H. Havirland 
l\Irs. E. C. Hilliard 
Mrs. E . B. Hooker 
Mrs. H . M. Hopkins 
l\Irs. F. L. Howard 
Mrs. W. W. Hyde 
l\Irs. C. B. Ingraham 
Mrs. T. M. Lincoln 
Mrs. F. S. Luther 
Mrs. L. P. W. Marvin 
Mrs. \V. R. Matson 
Mrs. J. J. McCook 
Mrs. A . R. Merriam 
frs. J. B. Moore 
Mrs. W. D. Morgan 
Mrs. W. G. :\forgan 
Mrs. Burton Parker 
Irs. J. D. Parker 
l\Irs. Robert Parker 
Mrs. Henry Perkins 
Miss Phelps 
l\Irs. W. H. Post 
l\Irs. W. H. Post, Jr. 
Mrs. H. S. Redfield 
l\Irs. R . B. Riggs 
Mrs. George Rye Roberts 
l'l'Irs. Robeson 
Mrs. Edward Robinson 
Mrs. l\Iary R. Hoot 
Mrs. A. P. ~age 
l\Irs. F. Sampson 
Mrs. R.N. Seyms 
Mrs. W. C. Ski1mer 
1Irs. G. W. Smith 
Mrs. S. T. St. John 
Mrs. B . R. Stillman 
Mrs . E . Strong 
Mrs. l\1. P . Taylor 
.l\'Iiss Ada Taylor 
Mrs. l\I. H. Whaples 
Mrs. P. H. Woodward 

IDrintty O!nllrgr ilmtsninnary ~nrirtu 
0 . w. CRAIG, '03 
H. C. GoLDEN, '03 
W. B. RoBERTs, 'os 
C . J. H ARRIMAN, '05 
FouNDED 1832 
" Pro Christo d ecclesia." 
<!tlrri!ltma!i IDrrm 
1902 
H. K. B. OGLE, of Trinity Church 
H. C. GOLDEN, '03 0 
C. E. JONES, '05 
W. B. ROBERTS, '05 
0 . W . CRAIG, '03 
IDrittity IDrrm 
190.3 


























THE REv. GEoRGE McCLELLAN FISKE, D.D. 
Rector of St. Stephen's Church, Providence, R. I. 
THE REv. J. HousTON EccLESTON, D.D. 
Rector of Emmanuel Church, Baltimore, Md. 
THE RT. R Ev. FREDERICK BuRGEss, D. D. 
Bishop of Long Island 
THE REV. \ . H. VIBBERT, D.D. 
Vicar of Trinity Chapel, New York city 
THE RT. R Ev. CHAUNCEY B. BREWSTER, D.D. 
Bishop of Connecticut 
THE RT. REV. ALEXANDER H. VI TON, D.D. 
Bishop of Western Massachusetts 
THE REV. WALTON W. BATTERSHALL, D.D. 
Rector of St. Peter's Church, Albany, N. Y. 
THE REv. G. BRINLEY MoRGAN 
Rector of Christ Church, New Haven, Conn. 
THE Rr. REv. BoYD VINCENT, S.T.D. 
Bishop-Coadjutor of Southern Ohio 
The Special Preachers spend a part of Saturday and the whole of Sunday at 
the College. 
IDrtutty Qtollryr Qtl1aprl 
~ 
PRESIDENT SMITH, Chaplain 
®r~rr of .§rrbtr.ra 
OBLIGATORY 
Daily 
Morning Prayer, 8:30 A. M. 
A sit Wedmsday: 9.15 A. M. 
Sunday: 9.15 A.M. 
Ascension Day: 8.30 A. M. 
VOLUNTARY 
Sunday 
Holy Communion, 8 A. M. 
Evening Prayer, 5 P. M. 
Lmt-Daily 
11.55 A . M. (Litany) 
Tlwnksgiving Day: 10.30 A.M. 
















PROF. H. M. HoPKINS, Organist 
C. C. BRAINERD, 'o6, Assistant Orgmlist 
<tbapel ~onitor!l 
0. W. CRAIG, '03 H. B. VANDERBOGART, '03 
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§tu!lrut.g~ Qtalru!lar (Uunffirial) 
Sept. I9. Syphax, 'o3, looks at Football Team, and says we shall beat Yale this 
" 
year. 
20. Vanderbogart, '03, says no more girls for him. 
22. Craig, '03, shows up with a moustache. 
23 . Goodale, '03, comes back with a new bug. 
24. Van Weelden, '03, comes back with a new joke. 
Clarke, 'o3, comes back with a new tongue (old one worn out). 
25. Everyone else comes back. First chapel, and first official appearance 
of Freshmen. 
26. Craig takes off his moustache. Rain takes color out of it, and, inci-
dentaJly, spoils bulletin rush. 
27. First Football game of season, Trinity vs. Yale. (Score withheld for 
fear of offending Yale.) 
29. Push rush won by Freshmen. Beer rush a tie. 
Oct. 2. Psychology class serenades Prex. "Oh, wouldn't he ramble?" Class 
requested to serenade Prof. Luther. 
4. Trinity vs. Springfield Y. M. C. A. Training School. Let us not rake 
up old scores. 
8. Underclass football game. Nobody lost anything; or won anything, 
either. 
II. Matriculation: new students perjure themselves to obey college laws. 
Underclass Field Day won by 1905, 23~ - r2~ . 
Trinity football team goes to West Point. 
IS. I906 wins at baseball, 8- s. 
N. Y. U. football team comes to Trinity. 
25. Wesleyan football team comes to Trinity. 
Nov. 8. Challenge to a debate received from Bates College. Trinity accepts. 
I49 
Nov. IS. Freshman-Junior banquet,- five Freshmen unwillingly sport Prince-
ton colors. 



















Senior banquet in E. Hartford,- no beer. 
Syphax petitions Faculty. 
I 1'. M. Prof. Luther interviews Syphax. 
Clear the way for Santy Claus! 
Work(?) begins again. 
Nothing doing. All noses ground .. 
Midnight oil begins to burn. 
Agony commenced. 




Concert of musical clubs. 
Junior Ball commences at 9 P. M. 
Junior Ball ends at 4.30 A. M. 
College body retires to rest at 5 A. M. 
College body awakes at- A. M. 
Indoor meet. Several records stand intact,- never touched. 
Debate at Lewiston, Maine, with Bates College. 
Contest for Whitlock Prizes in Alumni Hall. No seats reserved. 
Apr. 8-20. Easter recess brings relief. 
May 2 . Outdoor meet. No comment necessary. 
June 9-I9. Closing death-struggle. 
22 . Class-Day. 
Class-Day dance in evening, with free lunch attachment. 
24. CoMMI'NCEMENT. "All over ! " 
15Ll 
Wrtnity 1£tmrrtrks 
A Trinity student named Bradin 
Said, "Notice the mold I am made in." 
Said his f.-iend, "When you're dressed 
You appear at your best; 
But, suppose you attempt to go wadin' !" 
There once was a student named Heyn 
Who went into commons to deyn. 
When he came out he said, 
As be smote his chum's head, 
"My pickles ! They served them in weyn! " 
A student who answered to Golden, 
Remarked, " See all the prizes l 've holden." 
But the air filled with cries, 
For they said, " What's a prize ? 
By gracious ! this man is a bold 'un ! " 
One who went by the surname of Bruce 
Said, "This strenuous life is no use. 
If I ever reach home 
I'll never more roam, 
But live the life of a recluse. '' 
A fellow whose name is Bill Wherry 
Was as beautiful as be was merry. 
But he lost the two-mile, 
Which stirred up his bile, 
And we fear we shall have him to bury. 
There's a well-known Trinity guy 
Who's just a bit too fond. of puy. 
One day, for a bluff, 
He ate ten , a quant. suff., 
And the doctors all fear he will duy . 
A young man whose surname is Trumbull 
Is built with a nature so humbull 
That, though oft he received 
A goose-egg, and was grieved, 
It is said he would not even grumbull. 
There once was a Trinity bloke 
Whose parents forbade him to smoke. 
So be bought cigarettes, 
Had "D. T 's " for his pets, 
And now they are sorry they spoke. 
A pitcher who might have been Grange, 
When a game was on, once muttered, "Strange ! 
I could do nothing finer 
Than catch a hot liner, 
But it always seems out of my range ! 
Yes, no one could be bounder 
T o stop a swift grounder, 
But it always seems out of my range ! 
Oh , so often I try 
For to land a nice fly, 
But it always seems ·out of my range, range, range, 
Oh , it always seems out of my range !" 
Wqt t1nnorary 1J1 ratrrnity of il(appa 
~rta Jqi 
FouNDED IN 1776 AT MARY AND WILLIAMs CoLLEGE 
ALPHA OF GREAT BRITAIN 
ALPHA OF IRELAND 
A LPHA OF FRANCE 
BETA OF FRANCE 
ALPHA OF MASSACHUSETTS 
BETA OF MASSACHUSETTS 
GAMMA OF MASSACHUSETTS 
ALPHA OF Co NECTI CUT 
BETA oF CoNNECTICUT 
ALPHA OF NEw YoRK 
BETA oF NEw YoRK 
GAMMA OF NEw YoRK 
DELTA OF NEW YORK 
EPSILON OF NEW YORK 
ZETA OF NEW YORK 
ETA oF NEw YoRK . 
THETA oF NEw YoRK 
I oTA OF NEw YoRK . 
ALPHA OF PENNSYLVANIA 
BETA OF PENNSYLVANIA 
BETA OF GERMANY 
ALPHA OF RUSSIA 
ETA OF CHINA 
OMEGA OF JAPAN 
0MIKRON OF THE PHILIPPINES 
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Trinity College, Cambridge 
Trinity College, Dublin 



















University of Mskovitchjski 
University of Shanghai 
University of Tokio 
University of Manila 
G. D. RANKIN 
W. S. TRUM BULL 
H. B. CARPENTER 
J. P . GARVIN 
l\lpqa of Qtonnrrtirut 
CHARTERED 1889 
(ltla.s.s of 1903 




Secretary and T reasurer 
c. E. BRUCE 
' 
Nee te pomiteat cala11lO trivisu labrllum 
185.6 
il(~~v~rs uf tl1~ Jip~ uf J~ar~ tul1us~ Nam~s arr <!rut uu tlr~ i!Jux 
H. M. Gregory, 's6 
S. McConihe, 'so 
H . W. Kloppenburg, 'sS 
J. E. Mears, 'sS 
T. B. Sexton, '6o 
W . H . Tibbits, '6r 
L. K. Storrs, '63 
N. B. Dayton, '63 
G. M. Stanley, '6S 
H. S. Carter, '69 
H. Van B. Kissam, '69 
B. E. Backus, '70 
J . K. Stout, '70 
W. Drayton , '71 
E. P . Cotton, '71 
G. C. Burgwin, '72 
J. T. Bowditch, '73 
C. E. Craik, '74 
T. L. Stedman, '74 
H. E. Whitney, '74 
S. St. J. Morgan, '03 
W. R. Blair, '7S 
W. J. Roberts, '7s 
E. N. Burke, '76 
B. E. Warner, '76 
W. E. Rogers, '77 
B. F. H. Shreve, '78 
0. Buffington, '79 
0. Holway, 'So 
C. Carpenter, 'S2 
J. R. Cunningham, 'Ss 
C. G. Child, 'S6 
C. H. Tibbits, '87 
F. B. Whitcomh, 'S7 
J . W . R. Crawford, •sa 
L. H. Paddock, '88 
E. N. Scott, 'S9 
E. B. Bulkeley, '90 
G. W. Sargent, '90 
T. L. Elwyn, '92 
ISS 
T . H. Yardley, '92 
L. D. Hubbard, '93 
G . D. Hartley, '93 
F. C. Edgerton, 94 
H. T. Greenley, '94 
F. S. Burrage, '9s 
C. DuB. Broughton,'9s 
DeF. Hicks, '96 
E. W. Robinson, '96 
E . F. Waterman, '9S 
H. R. Remsen, '98 
J. W. Nichols, '99 
J . H . K. D avis, '99 
J . G. Mcilvaine, 'oo 
E. P. Taylor, Jr., 'oo 
R. Fiske, 'o1 
H. H. Rudd, 'or 
S. St. J. Morgan, 'o3 
G. D. Rankin, '03 
G. D. Rankin, '03 
[As every member voted for himself, no officers were elected.) 
c. E. BRUCE, '03 





R. N. GRAHAM, 'os 
J. W. O'CoNNOR, 'os 
ID4r A. 1J1. 1Jj. 
or the Order of the Stave and Hoop 
Germmzi bdlacissimi et j'n·risimi sun! 
Patron Saint: CARRIE NATION 
g,taur fttrmhrr.a 
Hereditary Keeper of the Staves 
Past Grand Master of the Hoop 
''Old Ironsides" . . 
Custodian of the Sacred Bull 
Dispenser of the Bromo . 
Guardian of the Silver Mug 
Taster . . 
Delegate toW. C. T. U. 
i!;nnp fttrmhrr.a 
"BuNNY" BRUCE 
.. BILL .. LARCHAR 






Chief Chaser . . 
Queen of the May Pole 
"BRICK .. BRA DIN 
" PAT .. GARVIN 
§np4nmnrr lining Qlluh 
FOUNDED BY THE CLASS OF '99 ON FEBRUARY 15, 1897 
W. B. Allen, 'o4 
P. L. Barton, 'o2 -
H. S. Bradfield, 'o2 
J. W. Bradin, 'oo 
P. H. Bradin, 'o3 
H . D. Brigham,'o3 
W. P. Brown, 'oi 
D . H. Browne, 'o3 
T. P. Browne, Jr., 'oo 
C. E. Bruce, Jr., 'o3 
M. H. Buffington, 'o4 
S. H. Clapp, 'o4 
M. W. Clement, 'o• 
D. S. Corson, '99 
J. H. K. Davis, '99 
'1". N. Denslow, 'o4 
E. J . Dibble, 'o4 
W. H. Eaton, '99 
] . D. Evans, 'o• 
C. F. Clement 
R. M. E wing 
Q5ntlluntr ~rnthrrn 
R. Fiske, 'ot W . Larchar, Jr., 'o3 
R . H. Fox, 'oo P. L. Lightbourn, 'o4 
S. R. Fuller, Jr., 'oo E. G. Littell, '99 
H . McK. Gla1.ebrook ,'oo H. R. Mc ilvaine, 'o4 
E . B. Goodrich, 'oz 
E. Goollridge, Jr., 'o2 
H. D. Green, '99 
1\I. G. Haight, 'oo 
C. B. Hedrick, '99 
A. Henry, 'o3 
C. H. Hill, 'o• 
W . C. Hill, 'oo 
H. A. Hornor, 'oo 
J. M. Hudson, 'o • 
R. H. Hutchinson, '03 
D. B. Jewett, 'oo 
J. MeA. Johnson, 'oJ 
G. T. Kendal, '<JQ 
C. E. Gostenhofer 
C. W . Remsen 
]. G. Mcilvaine, 'oo 
P. L. McKeon, '04 
W. J. McNeil, 'o• 
E. H. Maddox, 'o4 
]. H. Maginnis, 'o2 
H . L. G. Meyer, 'o3 
S. St. J. Morgan, 'o3 
B. K. Morse, '99 
] . W. Nichols, '99 
A. H . Onderdonk, '99 
H. C. Owen, '99 
C. C. Peck, '02 
R. E. Peck, 'o• 
F. W . Prince, 'oo 
C. M. Rhodes 
W . P . Stedman 
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G. D. Rankin, 'o3 
E. A. Rich, '99 
H. H. Rudd, 'o• 
D. L. Schwartz, 'oo 
A. C. Short, ' o3 
E. K. Sterling, '99 
W. B. Sutton, '99 
J. P. W. Taylor, 'o2 
H. E. Townsend, 'o4 
W. S. Trumbull, 'o3 
A. R. Van de Water, 'o• 
R. B. Van Tine, 'o4 
A. D. Vibbert, '99 
J . M. Walker, 'oi 
R. Na Weibel, 'o2 
C. H. Wheeler, 'oz 
H. R. White, 'o• 
H . D. Wilson, Jr., 'oi 
H. L. Watson 
C. B. Wyn koop 
1Juuior 1J1rrn4man TSauqurt 
Toastmaster 




The Facu lty 
l904 ftom l906 
NovEMBER 15TH, 1902. 
TJiauqttd at tqr :Llla.s.sa.sntt 
~ptingfiellJ, ~a~~. 
wuantn 
HERMAN L . SCHWARTZ 
OwEN MoRGAN 
Advice to the Fresh1Jte~t 
I906 , 
Euw ARD J. MANN 
HERMAN E. T OWNSEND 
EDWARD H. MADDOX 
BAYARD Q. MoRGAN 
w. B. ALLEN 
WILLIAM G. WHERRY 
C!!ununillrr 
ELMER M. H uNT, Chairma" 
GARRETT D. BowNE J AMES S. HINE 
OwEN M oRGA • 
Qtnll~g~ :!larnqaLs 
~ 
1836 PLINY A. JEWETT 1869 GEORGE E . ELWELL 
1837 ALBERT DODD 1870 D. PAGE COTTON 
1838 GEORGE W. BEERS 1871 J OHN w. GRAY 
1839 THOMAS T. GuiON 1872 RussELL MuRRAY 
1840 C . B. VARLEY 1873 L. ]\f. PLUMER 
I84I GEORGE R. HALL 1874 CHARLES D. SCUDDER 
1842 FRANCIS J. CLERC 1875 HENRY H. BRIGHAM 
1843 JoHN G. STERLLNG 1876 J. ELLIS KuRTz 
1844 SAMUEL FLOWER 1877 R. B. BRUNDAGE 
1845 JAMES B. WAKEFIELD 1878 w~~. N. ELBERT 
I 846 DAVID F . LUMSDEN I879 HENRY C. LovEIJRIDGE 
I847 WI..,LIAM C. PETERS 1880 WM. B . NELSON 
1848 EDWARD H. BRINLEY 1881 CHARLES H. CARTER 
1849 SAMUEL SHERMAN 1882 J. ELDRED BROWN 
1850 CHARLES E. TERRY 1883 E. s. vAN ZILE 
IS 51 JAMES w. SMYTH !884 S. S. MITCHELL 
1852 A. HAMILTON POLK I885 E. B. HATCH 
1853 J. GARDINER WHITE 1886 w. B. OLMSTED 
1854 W. BuTLER KRUMBHAAR 1887 w. F. MORGAN, J R. 
1855 JARED STARR 1888 E. N. ScoTT 
r856 SIDNEY HALL !889 E. McP. McCooK 
1857 J oHN H. S. QuiCK 1890 T. P. THURSTON 
1858 SAMUEL B. WARREN I89I WM. JOSEPH MILLER 
1859 W~L G. DAVIES !892 WM. FRENCH COLLINS 
186o WM. B. TIBBITS 1893 ROBERT PRESCOTT PARKER 
1861 G. w. HUGG 1894 J oHN MooRE McGANN 
!862 JoHN J. McCooK I895 WM. SPEA!GHT L ANGFORD, JR. 
1863 THOMAS R. AsH 1896 J AMES WATSON L ORD 
1864 c. T. OLMSTED 1897 }AMES WATSON L ORD 
1865 CHARLES WANZER !898 
ELTON GARDINER LITTELL 
I866 HENRY K. HUNTINGTON I 899 HARRY ARCHER HoRNOR 
I867 HowARD C. VrBBERT 1901 GoDFREY BRINLEY 
1868 JOSEPH B. CHESHIRE 1902 RICHARD NICKS WEIBEL 
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0 11\NS ~AN 0""' 
.ltLU'T/\ TOR~l\1'10 ~ 
1827 1837 v. Isaac E. Crary v. Abner Jackson s. Samuel C. Goldsborough S. John T. Cushing 
1828 1838 
v. Henry G. Smith v. Charles Gillette 
s. William H. Walter S. Cyrus Munson 
1829 1839 
v. Joshua G. Wright v. Isaac G. Hubbard 
s. . Samuel S. Lewis s . Nathaniel 0. Cornwall 
1830 1840 
v. Robert B. Fairbairn v. Augustus F. Lyde 
S. Vandervoort Bruce s. Isaac W. Hallom 
1841 1831 
V. William H. Frisbie V. Nathaniel E. Cornwall v. Henry D. Noble s. Joseph R. Eccleston s. Thomas R. Pynchon 
1832 
1842 v. E . Edwards Beardsley v. George Rossiter s. John W. French s. Henry C. P reston 
1833 
1843 v. Hugh L. Morrison v. Thomas S. Preston s. Edward Hardyear s. George Ker 
1834 1844 v. William Payne v. David P. Sanford s. Solomon G. Hitchcock s. Tilton E. Doolittle 
1835 1845 v. Robert Tomes v. Robert C. Rogers s. Edward Van Deusen s. John A. Paddock 
1836 1846 
v. James H. Elliott v. John W. Bacon 
s. Isaac H. Tuttle s. Samuel M. Whiting 
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1847 J862 
v. Samuel Benedict v. James B. Murray 
s. George S. Gilman s. George W. Hugg 
1848 J863 
v. Benj. H. Paddock v. John S. Smith 
s. N ath. N. Belden s. W. N. Ackley 
1849 1864 
v. John M. Atwood v. Robert A. Benton 
s. George W. Giddings s. Joseph F. Ely 
185o 1865 
v. J ohn T. Huntington v. Charles T. Olmsted 
s. Daniel E. Loveridge s. EdwardS. Johnson 
1851 1866 
v. Charles J. Hoadly v. Samuel Hart 
s. Alex. G. Cummings s. Henry A. Metcalf 
1852 1867 
v. Lucius H. jones v. William R. Mackay 
s. Francis Chase s. George G. Nichols 
1853 1868 
v. Alfred L. Brewer v. FrankL. Norton 
s. William G. Spencer S. Frank H . Potts 
1854 J86g 
v. George D. Johnson v. George 0. Holbrooke 
S. James H. Williams s. Arthur McConkey 
1855 J870 
v. Luke A. Lockwood v. George McC. Fiske 
s. Edwin C. Bolles s. Harlow R . Whitlock 
1856 1871 
v. Daniel E. Holcomb v. George W. Douglass 
s. Samuel F. Hotchkin s. Chauncey C. Williams 
1857 · 1872 
v. Samuel Herman v. Paul Ziegler 
s. George B. Hopson S. James H. George 
1858 1873 
V. GeorgeS. Mallory v. Leonard W . Richardson 
s. William H. Vibbert S . Oliver H. Raftery 
1859 1874 
v. Samuel B. Warren V. Edward N. Dickerson 
s. Edwin E. Johnson S. James D. Smyth 
186o 1875 
v. Charles H. W. Stocking v. George M. Hubbard 
s. Augustus Johnson s. Edward W. Worthington 
1861 1876 
v. Arthur W. Allen v. Isaac Heister 
s. A. B. Jennings s. Charles E. Moore 
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!877 1890 
v. Charles C. Edmunds, Jr. v. Clifford S. Griswold 
s. John Prout s. William H. C. Pynchon 
!878 1891 
v. John D. Hills v. Harry Howard 
S. John G. Williams s. Charles Herbert Young 
1879 !892 
v. Alfred Harding v. Albert Crabtree 
s. James S. Carpenter s. Romily F. Humphries 
r88o 1893 
V. T . M. N. George v. March Chase Mayo 
S. S. Lorin Webster s. Robert Peck Bates 
1881 1894 
v. J. Russell Parsons v. Nathan Tolles Pratt 
s. Charles W. Jones S. Cameron Josiah Davis 
1882 1895 
v. Seaver M. Holden v. Edward Myron Yeomans 
s. John H. McCrackan s. Sydney Key Evans 
1883 1896 
v. R. T. Reineman v. George Nahum Holcomb 
s. ]. E. Brown s. George Blodgett Gilbert 
!884 1897 
v. Henry R. Neely v. ·Hermann von W. Schulte 
s. William S. Barrows s. John Robert Benton 
1885 1898 
v. H. B. Loomis v. Woolsey MeA. Johnson 
s. Robert Thorn s. Albert Morey Sturtevant 
1886 1899 
v. Herman Lilienthal v. Harold Loomis Cleasby 
s. William ]. Tate s. Charles William Henry 
1887 1900 
v. Orrin A. Sands v. Simon Lewis Tomlinson 
s. William A. Beardsley s. Harry Archer Hornor 
1888 1901 
v. Lewis H . Paddock v. Francis R. Sturtevant 
S. Charles E. Purdy S. Frank Halsey Foss 
1889 1902 
v. Willard Scudder v. Anson T. McCook 
S. Joseph W . Fell s. Karl Philip Morba 
1903 
v. Harry C. Golden 
S. Henry L. G. 1eyer 
i;nnnr fllllrn for tqr Jrar 1901--1902 




A NSON THEODORE M cCOOK 
KARL PHIL!!' MORBA 
MARSHAL BOWYER STEWART 
EDMUND JANES CLEVELAND, JR. 
*THE CHEMICAL PRIZE E ssAY 
First Prize 
Second Prize 
T UTTLE P RIZE EssAY 
1\'f A Til EMATICAL PRIZE 
GooDwiN GREEK PRIZES 
First Prize . 
Second Prize 
PRI ZES IN HISTORY AND PoLITICAL SCIENCE 
First Prize . 
Second Prize 
HoLLAN D PRIZE SCHOLARSHIPS 
fn the Class of 1903 
bt the Class of 1904 
In the Class of 1905 
HARTFORD ADMITTITUR P RIZE 
ALUMNI PRIZES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
In tlze Class of 1902 
In the Class of 1903 
FRAI'K W . WIIITLOCK PRIZES 
First Prize . 
Second Prize 
THE Do uGLAS PRIZE 
'fHE METAPHYSICAL PRI ZE 
THE MACKAY-S~IITH PRI ZES 
First Prize . 
Second Prize 
Arthur Muirson Bellamy 
5 Hubert Dana Goodale 
I Jarvis McAlpine Johnson 
Erlmund Janes Cleveland, Jr . 
Edmund Samuel Carr 
Edmund Samuel Carr 
[Not awarded] 
[Not awarded] 
Karl Herbert Fenning 
Henry Louis Godlove :Meyer 
Bayard Quincy Morgan 
5 Edmund Samuel Carr 
I Walter Beach Sherwood 
Horace North 
Anson Theodore McCook 
Karl Philip Morba 
Thomas McBlain Steele 
Harry Clifford Golden 
Edmund Crawford Thomas 
Thomas McBlain St!ele 
Edmund Crawford Thomas 
Harry Clifford Golden 
Marshall Bowyer Stewart 
Bayard Quincy Morgan 
Karl Herbert Fenning 
• The prizes are arranged in the order of their foundation. 
®ptimi 
~ 
SAMUEL H ART, '66 
GEORGE OTIS HOLBROOK E, '69 
LUCI US WATERMAN, ' 71 
LEONARD WOODS RI CIIARDSON, '73 
HIRAM BENJAMIN L OO MIS, 'Ss 
HERMAN N LILlllNTHAL, '86 
WILLARD S cuDDER, '89 
HAROLD LOOMIS CLEASBY, '99 
F RANCIS RAYMOND STURTFVANT , '0 1 
\VILLIAM P E RRY BENTLEY, '02 
EDWARD HENRY LORENZ, '02 
ANSO N THEODORE McCooK, '02 
KARL PHILIP MoREA, '02 












J UNE 22, 1903 
PHILI P SAFFORD CLARKE 
PERCIVAL HAUTREY BRADI N . 
THEOPIIILUS J OHN MINTON SVPHA X 
HERVEY BOARDMAN VANDERBOGART 
REEVE HuNTINGTON H uTCH!NSON 
A RT H UR CHADWELL SHORT • 
ORA WILFRED C R AIG 














BKIG IIAM , r./tainnnn 
j'Jnuitation 
J o ii NSON, C!tairmnn -
1Finance 
VAN \V EELDEN, C!tairman 
~botograpb 
BRA DIN, C!tnir111n1l 
IDramaticu 




















R.INITY • CH\JR-CH 
-=>r-' 'L....#CHOOL·CL\JB 
w. B. ALLEN, '04 
w. G. \VHERRY, '04 . 
G. H. HEYN, '04 
P. H . BRADIN, '03 
D. W. GRAHAME, 'o6 






Secretary and Treasurer 
Presiden t 
Vice-President 
Secretary and Treasurer 
~ttrtfnr!l ~igq ~rqnnl (ltluh 
E. s. MERRIAM 
S. ST. J. M oRGAN 
B. Q. MoRGAN 
S. ST. J. MoRGAN, 'o3 
J. MeA. JoHNSON, 'o3 
B. Q. MORGAN, '04 
R. H. BLAKESLEE, '05 
P. T. KENNEDY, 'os 
W. B. RoBERTs, 'os 
W. B . SHERwooD, 'os 






G. D. BowNE, 'o6 
C. C. BRAINERD, 'o6 
P. E. C uRTISS, 'o6 
F. W. LYCETT, 'o6 
B. C. MAERCKLElN, 'o6 
C. F. MOULTON, 'o6 
H . NoRTH, 'o6 
~·f1atturk ~rf1nol (ltluh 
HENRY L . G. MEYER 
CARLOS E. JONES 
HARRY HuET. 






TRINITY ST. PAULS (LVB. 
President, 
Viu-Pruidmt, 
Sardary and Treasurer, 
R. NILES GRAHAM, os 
A. D. HAIGHT, 'o6 
J. S. HrNE, 'o6 
0. MoRGAN, 'o6 
" ~arllrn OJity " 
~ 
Ralt! Ralt! Ralt I 
Ralt I Ralt I Ralt I 
Ralt I Ralt I Ralt I 
St. Paul's --
tirmhrr.n 
J. W. O'CoNNOR, 'os 
c. B. WYNKOoP, 'os 
J. S. HINE, 'o6. 
J. w. O'CoNNOR, 'os 
C. M. REED, 'o6 
C. W. REM SEN, '05 
S. WIMBISH, 'o6 
C. B. WYNKooP, 'os 
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wrtutty O!nllrgr 1llrbttting O!lub 
~ 
HARRY CLIFFORD GOLDEN, 
EDM UND CRAWFORD T HO MAS 
H. C. G oLDEN , '03 
E. C. THOMAS, '03 
H . L . G . MEYER, '03 
0. W . C RAIG, '03 
R. H. HuTCHI NSON, 'o3 
~rmhrrs 




B. Q. M ORGAN, '04 
C. J. HARRIMAN, '05 
C . E . G o sTENHOFER, 'os 
C. E . JoNEs, 'os 
R . E. CAMERON, 'o6 
With Bates College at Lewiston , Maine, April 17, 1903 
E . C . THOMAS , '03 
H . L. G . M EYER, '03 
H . C . GoLDEN, 'o3 
C. J . HARRIMAN, 'os , Alt~rnat~ 
Wriutty o.tnllrgr 1Btnlngtral §rmtuar 
:tlll(tmbtr!i 
PROF. C. L. EDWARDS, Chairman 
H . D. GooDALE, '03 , Secretary 
DR. GJ>NTHE 
Miss STONE, of the Hartford Public High School 
Miss WATKINSON, of S mith College 
w. B. SHERwooD, 'os 
W. S. PERRY, 'o6 
D . E. L AUDERBURN , 'o6 
Regular meetings on Tuesqays at 4 P. M. in Professor Edwards' office, in 
the Boardman Hall of Natural History. 
The purpose of the Seminar is strictly scientific, the general object being to 




Married, in avy Yard Chapel, ~[are Island, Cal., October 22, 1902, John 
Henry King Burgwin, '77, and Jl[i s Ruth Leeds Kerr. 
Married, in Brooklyn, N. Y. , October IS, 1902, Lloyd Saltus, '87, and Jl[iss 
Sarah Seaman. 
Married, in St. Peter's Church, J\Iorristown, N. J., June 17, 1902, the Rev. 
Godfrey :vlalbone Brinley, '88, and l\liss E li zabeth Miller. 
Married, in St. George's Church, Hanover Square, London, August 7, 1902, 
Edward Norman Scott, '89, and Miss Fiorence Nicoll. 
Married, in Hartford, January q., 1903, Edwin Stanton Allen, '94, and Miss 
Alice Robbins Clark. 
Married, in St. George's Church, Flushing, L. I., June 4, 1902, Francis Cruger 
Edgerton, i\I.D., '94, and Uiss Edith Hopkins Arnold . 
Married, in Hartford, May ro, .1902, George Ed1Yin Hamlin, '95, and i'vli ss 
El izabeth May Woodworth. 
Married, in Hanko11·, China, October 20, 1902, the Rev. Samuel Harrington 
Littell, '95, and Miss Charlotte l\Iiiller Mason. 
Ma rried, in Washington, D. C., Feb ruary 4, 1903, the Rev. George Blodgett 
Gilbert, '96, and Jl[iss Mary Jane Shelley. 
l\'larried, in the Church of the l\Iessiah, Graynold, Penn., December 27, 1902, 




THE REv. DR. GEORGE HuNTINGTON NicHOLLS, D.D., '39 
Died ovember II, I902. 
THE REv. THOMAS GALLAUDET, L.H.D., D.D., '42 
Died August 27, I902. 
SAMUEL JAMES CLARKE, '45 
Died December 26, I902. 
THADDEUS CRANE, '45 
Died March 9, I902. 
RICHARD WILLIAM HART JARVIS, '48 
Died January 21, 1903. 
EDwAnD HuNTINGTON BRINLEY, 1\I.D., '49 
Died 1\Iarch 14, 1902. 
THE REV. CHRISTOPHE!l STAR!l LEFFINGWELL, '54 
Died April I r, I9Q2. 
MAJOR GRAHAM DAVIS, '57 
Died October 27, I902. 
THE REv. JAMES EYnON MuRRAY, D.D., '62 
Died June I9, 1902. 
STEPHEN HoLBROOK£, '67 
Died April 22, 1902. 
THE RT. REV. ROBEUT \VOOIJ7/ARD BARNWELL, D.D., LL.D., '72 
Died July 24, I9Q2. 
THOMAS RAWDON FISHER, '72 
Died 1\Iarch 9, 1902. 
THE REv. WILLL\ r FosTER MoRRISON, '74 
Died September IO, I902. 
CHAULES CLARKE NORTON, '77 
Died pril 25, 1902. 
FI<EDERJCK GRENVILLE RussELL 
Died September 8, 1902. 
JAMES DAYTON GALLAGHER, '95 
Died April I, I90I. 
173 
I 3ht :!llltmoriam I 
•
ILLIAM COURTNEY ADAMS, familiarly know.n as" Uncle Billy," 
"Professor," etc., who for more than fifty years was con-
nected with the undergraduate body at Trinity College as a 
loyal and willing attendant. Simple and kindly, thoughtful 
of others, free from all taint of malice or uncharitableness, faithful iu 
the performance of his duties, he endeared himself to the entire College 
body, and his death has come as a shock to Trinity Alumni all over the 
country, who knew and loved him. 
He passed away quietly at his horne, o. 5 Walnut Street, Novem-
ber 25, 1902 . Resolutions were passed by the College body, and a 
movement is now on foot to erect a suitable memorial to him, in some 
part of the College grounds or buildings, that his name may not be 
forgotten iu the institution he loved and served so long and faithfully. 
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- - - --
THE END . 
• 

Tiffany & Co .. 
1lliamnub aub ~rm ilrrrqauts 
AWARDS AND APPOINTMENTS 
1901 
Appointed Jewelers and Silversmiths to 
H. M. KI G EDWARD VII 
H. M. ~UEEN ALEXAN DR A 
1901 
Pan-American Exposition, 8 Gold Medals 
1900 
Paris Exposition, 3 Grand Prix, 10 Gold 
Medals 
1853 1900 
Grand Prizes and other A wards from all 
the International Expositions 
23 RoYAL A PPOINTMEJ-;TS from the principal Courts d Europe and 
3 Decorations upon members t>f the firm. 
Makers of the Yale Bicentennial Medal, Fraternity Pins, Class 
Rin gs, Class Cups, Trophies for Sports, Invitations to Commencement 
Exercises, etc.; Heraldic Engravings, Book Plates, etc. 
UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK 
CORRESPONDENCE INVITE D 
IDrintty O!nllrgr 
~ 
HIS ILLUSTRATION shows the principal building of Trinit)• College, 6;3 feet Jon!(", in the 
English secular Gothic style. At right angles with it, on the south, are the Observa-
• tory, the new Hall of Natural History, and the Jan·is Laboratories for Chemistry and 
for Physics. To thE' north of it are the Gymnasium, houses of the President and Pro-
lessors, and Chapter Houses of the Fraternities. 
Below the College Campus to the east, and within three minutes' walk, a new Athletic 
Field bas just been completed. 
In beauty of situation, healthful conditions of life, and equipment for its special work, the 
College is not surpassed. 
The College has distinct courses in Arts, in Science, in Letters and Science, and in Letters. 
The Faculty includes eleven professors, six instructors, five lecturers, a librarian, and a 
medical director. 
Among the elective studies within the respective courses there is scarcely a single impor-
tant subject for which adequate provision is not made. 
Properly qualified candidates not desiring to pursue the whole studies of any course areal-
lowed as Special Students to pursue certain subjects, receiving certificates of satisfactory work. 
The Library contains ~6.66o volumes and over 29,000 pamphlets. Generous contributions of 
the Alumni are making possible a rapid addition to its resources. 
A new Reference Reading Room, lighted at night by electricity, is open not only during the 
day but also five evenings of the week . 
The Jarvis Chemical and Physical Laboratories have every equipment for the most ad-
vanced work. 
The new Hall of Natural History contains Biological Laborat0ries provided with the most 
modern appliances. 
There are about fifty scholarships for the aid of necessitous students. The three H< lland 
Scholarships, yielding each 6oo per annum, are awarded to the three best students in the three 
lower classes respectively. The Russell Graduate Fellowship of $400 is awarded biennially in 
the interest of higher graduate study. Prizes to the amount of Ssoo are also awarded to under-
graduates for success in the work of the various departments. 
Two examinations for admission are held at the College in each year, the first in the ·week 
preceding the Annual Commencement, viz. : June 2 1-23 , and the second in September, immedi-
atelv before the beginning of the Christmas 1'erm, September 17-2c . 
• For Catalogues, Examination Papers, or informat10n apply to the President or to the Sec-
retary of the Faculty. 




SAcHs '"N oARK .. ]jusEs 
ORIN OS. 
All not ground: " Better to be damned than never ground at all." 
ESTADLISllED 1.81.8. 
BROOKS BROTHERS 
Broadway, Cor. 22d Street, NEW YORK. 
Suits and Overcoats in the latest 
Shapes and newest Fabrics, ready-
made or to measure, from the 
medium to the higher priced. 
Paddock Coats, Sandowns, Coverts, 
Boulton Overcoats, Riding Breeches and Leggings. 
Rainproof Overgarments made from specially 
prepared Tweeds and Coverts. 
All equipment for Riding, Polo or the Hunt, 
Liveries for Carriage, House or Club Servants, 
Automobile Garments and Sundries. 
Neckwear from Spitalfields Silks in original de-
signs and colorings. Special confined patterns 
for Weddings. 
Trunks, Valises, Luncheon Baskets, Leather and 
Wicker Goods, and all accessories for various 
sports. 
Catalogue con taining over rso illustrations, with 
prices, and directions for self-measurement, 
sent upon request. 
( ii) 
Brigham, 'OJ : " I eat and eat, I s wear. " 
The SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO., 
No. 82 PEARL STREET, : : : HARTFORD, CONN 
THE SMITH PREMIER TrPEWRITfR 
. is a_ h\1\dmark of every welJ requlated 
business community. 
111£ SPIITif PREMIER TYPEWRITER Co . 
.SYRACUSE. N.Y. U.S.A. 
(iii) 




Life Insurance Company. 
Of the $222,022,804.83 which the CONNECTICUT 
MUTUAL has received from its policyholders, it has 
returned to them or paid to their beneficiaries 
$220,472,548.69 
or 99.30 per cent. What it has so paid back and what 
it sti ll holds as security for policy contracts aggregates 
$286,117' 185.40 
or J28.87 per cent. of its receipts from policyholders. 
This has been done at an expense ratio of on ly 9.2J per 
cent. of the total receipts. 
That is a record of a Mutual Life Insurance Company, doing actual 
Mutual Life Insurance, and it challenges comparison. 
JACOB L. GREENE, Pres't. JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice Prc.s't. 
HERBERT H. WHITE, Sec'y. DANIEL H. WELLS, Actuary. 
A. T. RICHARDS, General Agent, 
Room J6, Company's Building. 
( iv) 
Clarke, '03: " A gentleman who loves to b ear himself talk." 
Hartford & New York Transportation Co. 
HHARTFORD LINE." 
HAR.TFOR.D OFFICE, NEW YOR.K OFFICE, 
Foot of State Street. Pier 33 (New), East River . 
TWO NEW TWIN- SCREW STEEL STEAMERS 
"MIDDLETOWN" "HARTFORD" 
CAPTAIN , FRED H . BEEBE . CAPTAIN , R . H . HILLS . 
STEWARD , ALONZO H. CORWIN. 
STEWARD , J . P . MURPHY. 
:LEAVES HAR.TFOR.D 
Monday, Wednesday and friday 
LEAVES~HAR.TFORD, 1 -~ 
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday 
At 5 P. M. until OCTOBER 15th. 
Leave New York each Alternate Day, from Pier 33 (New) , E ast River at 
P. M. From October rs to close of navigation, leave Hartford at 4 P. M.; 
New York at s P. M. 
PASSENGER FARES. 
One Way, $r.so 
Round Trip, good for season, 2.so 
Children, 6 to r2 yrs. of age, Half Price 
Deck Fare, 
State Room, one way, 




E. S. GOODRICH, President. EDGAR L. SMITH, Sec'y and Ass't Treasurer. 
C. C. GOODRICH, General Manager. 
E . B. WILLIAMS, Superintendent. 
GEO. C. H ILLS, General Fre ight and Passenger A gent, Pier 33 (New), East River, N . Y. 
W. B. SMITH, New York Agent , Pier 33 (New), East River, N.Y. 
R. F. GOODRICH, Local Agent, No. 285 State Street, Hartfo rd, Conn 
(v) 
North, 'o6: "It is a fearful thing to see a dissipated youth." 
Connecticut Trust and 
Safe Deposit Company 
Corner of Main and Pearl Streets. 
SURPLUS, $3oo,ooo. 
BANKING BUSINESS. Conducts a general banking 
business. Accounts opened and 
deposits r eceived subject to check at sight. Accounts solicited. 
ALSO 
SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS. 
The most capacious and 
impregnable in the city. 
One thousand safe boxes for rent at from $1o to $1oo per annum, 
according to size. 
TRUST DEPARTMENT. 
Is authorized by its charter 
to act as trustee for indi-
viduals and corporations, executcr or administrator of estates, 
guardian of minors, etc. 
MEIGS H. WHAPLES, President. 
J OI-IN P. WHEELER, Treasurer. 
HosMER P. REDFIELD, Assistant Treasurer. 
HENRY S. R olliNSON, S ecretary and 
Manager of Trust Department. 
(vi) 
Buffington, 'o4: "Cupid and I are one. 
1836-1903 
The Case, Lockwood 
and Brainard Co. 
BOOK and JOB PRINTING 
Binding and Blank Book Manufacturing 
. PRINTERS OF THE TRINITY IVY 
Corner o~ PEARL and TRUMBULL STREETS 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT 
Townsend, '04: •· Hath he ever fed of the dainties that are bred in a book?" 
(vii) 
Maddox, 'o•: 'c Men's evil manners live In brass." 




L_FLAGS. 6UNTIN6. Etc.:..J 
I 
DECORATIONS FOR COLLEGE I 
PROMENADES 
I
. DECORATIONS FOR COLLEGE .I 
GERMANS 
DECORATIONS FOR FAIRS ) 
II DECORATIONS FOR BALLS I  
0
DECORATIONS FOR LAWN 
I




177 ASYLUM STREET, I 
HARTFORD, - CONN. 
\.. --- J 
(viii) 
Chapel Choir: "Swans s ing before they die; 'twere no bad thing, 
Oid certain persons die before they sing." 
CHARTERED 1866. 
HARTFORD 
Life Insurance Company, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
GEO. E. KEENEY, .P1-uident. CHAS. H . BA CA LL, Secretary. 
Up=to=date in Business Methods, in Contracts, in Plans. 
Best Insurance to Buy for Indemnity 
or Investment. 
ORDINARY LIFE and 
LIMITED PAYMENT POLICIES, 
AUTOMATIC ENDOWMENTS at 80. 
Amounts $15.000 to $10. Ages 2 to 60. 
FINANCIALLY STRONGEST. 
$141 for every $100 Liabilities. 
$25,000,000 Paicl to Beneficiaries. 
Home Office, 252 Asylum Street, HARTFORD, CONN. 
( ix) 
Carpenter, '03 : " Inertia personified." 
T. SISSON & CO., 
Druggists, 
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL APPARATUS, SPONGES, CHAMOIS, 
FEATHER DUSTERS, ETC. 
150° SECURITY OIL 
Headquarters for 
GRISWOLD'S FAMILY SALVE. 
729 Main Street, 
HARTFOR~ CONNECTICU~ 
Worth Leart1it1g 
--the merits of the cele· 
brated STBIN·BLOCH 
Tailor made ready-to• 
wear smart clothes for 
men. 
It is the exceptionally good quality of these clothes that has won over 
so many particular men from the custom tailors, and the good looks and 
"wear-right" fabrics have made many satisfied cuStomers for us. STEIN-
BLOCH Clothes cost half the price of the cuStom tailors' produCt. 
KNOX HATS, 
CUSTOM SHIRTS, 
TRUNKS, BAGS and 
SUIT CASES. 
ATHLETIC CLOTHING. 







Oarvin, 'oJ: " In his calling, let him call but trot, trot, trot ; 
0 for a trot, ye gods I" 
NATIONAL FIRE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, of Hartford~ Conn.~ 
WILLIAM B. FRANKLIN , 
F RANK W. CHENEY, 
JAMES NICHOL S, 
J o HN R. B ucK, 
JAMES NICHOLS, President, 
DIRECTORS. 
H ENRY C. J u DD, 
FRANCIS T . MAX WELL , 
BYRON A . SIMMONS, 
CHA<;. H . B RISCOE, 
B. R. STILLMAN , Sec 'y, 
Statement, January 1, 1903. 
CAPITAL STOCK, 
Re-Insurance Reserve . Legal Standard, 
Unsettled Losses and other Claims , 
Net Surplus over Capital and L iabilities, 
Total Assets, January I, 1903, 
RALPH B . ENSIGN , 
J . M . ALLEN, 
]As. P. T AYLOR, 
L . A . BARBOUR. 






WESTERN DEPARTMENT : PA CIFIC D EPART M ENT: 
Office, ' 7' La Salle St., Chicago. 
F RI<D. S. ]AM ES , Gen ' i Agent. 
GEO. \V. B LOSSOM , A ss' t Gen' l Agent. 
CHAS. RICH ARDSON , 2 d Ass ' t Gen ' l Agent. 
Office, 32- 34 Sansome St. , Sa n F rancisco. 
GEo. D . D oRNJ N, Manager, 
GEo. \V. D o RN IN, Ass' t :Manager. 
GULF DEPARTMENT, SOUTHWESTERN DEPARTMENT, 
R . L. Emery, Gen'l Agent, Trezevunt & Cochran Co., Gen'l Agents, 
New Orleans, La. Dallas, Texas. 
N Ew Y oRK OFFICE 339 B ROADWAY 
€aton=Durlbut pap~r co. 
MAKERS OF HIGH GRADE PAPERS 




Morgan , '04: " A very wise a nd comfortable jackass." 
THOROUGH INSPECrfiON 
Organize d 1866 
Insurance Against Loss or Damage to Property and Loss of 
Life and Injury to Person Caused by 
Steam Boiler Explosions 
J . M . ALLEN , Presi d e nt 
WM. B . FRANKLIN, Vice-President 
F. B. ALLEN , S econd V ice-President 
COLLEGE WORK 
A SPECIALTY ~ 
1)f 
J . B. PIERCE, S ec r e tary 
L. B . BRAINERD, Treasurer 
L . F . MIDDLEBROOK, Asst. Secreta ry 
1039 Main Street~ 
Leading Photographer 
1~ . 
WE EXCEL IN GROUP WORK 
( xii) 
Van W eelden , '03: "Chaste as on icicle ." 
Chas. M. Gaines 
Printing and Em~ossing 
COUR..HNT BUILDING 
66 State Street, Hartford, Conn. 
N . B. BULL 
T e l ephone 2 4 5 
J .J. SEIN SOTH 
South End P harmacy 
i\ .EANEST FIRST-CLASS DR('C; STORE TO 
T IUJ\'JT Y COLLEGE 
I I-1 5 Main Street, opposite Har11ard Park 
P . 0 . Station N o. 5 
N. B. BULL B SON 
345 d1sylum Street 
~ 
G. S. BULL 
CJJealers in ••• Hot cAir and Hot Water Heaters 
WINTHROP RANGES 
~ 
Plumbing a.nd Ventita.fing a. Specia.lty Tin Wa.re a.nd Housefurnishing Goods 
Tdel)hone 831-5 EsfabUshed 1854 
(xiii) 
Water Colors 
Carbon P rints 
P hotogravures 
Facsimiles 
Artistic Picture Framing 
Over l,OOO Patterns always in 
STOCK. 
S!fphax, '03: ".!/ anz Si,. O,.acle, 
..And when .7 ope nz!J lips, let no dog ha,.fll " . 
!Duf'l'ee, '05: ":faith, thou hast sonze c,.ofchefs in fh!l h ead now." 
P h illips, '06 :} " 7 ,, , d h , I' , 
7finlle/, , 
06 
: ,/his is bze wng an t e s ,w,.f o if. 
GooJale, '03: "7fe J,.awefh out the fh,.ead of' his ue,.hosif!l f'ine,. 
than the staple of' his a,.gunzenf." 
...Atann, '04: ".!Js nzan no nzo,.e !han this?" 
7fe!Jn, '04: "..;\low .!/oue, in his next conznzoJif!l of' hai,., send 
thee a hea,.J I " 
When Your Check Is Overdue 
WE WOULD RESPECTFULLY SUGGEST TO YOU THAT WE'VE 
PATRONIZED YOUR "IVY," WE BELIEVE, SINCE 
1890. THEREFORE WE THINK WE 
SHOULD HAVE THE 
PREFERENCE 
COLLATERAL LOAN COMPANY 
71 Asylum S treet .... Room 10 
Money Advanced Liberally on Dia:rnonds and Jewelry 
(xiv) 
~eport card : "An ill-favored thing, sir, but mine own." 
97th Semi-Annual Financial Statement of the PH 0 EN/ X 
JANUARY Jst, J903. INSURANCE CO. 
OF HARTFORD, CONN. 
Cash Capital, $2,ooo,ooo Assets Ava ilable for Fire Losses, $6,497,612.14 
AS FOLLOWS : 
Cash on Hand, in Bank, and with A gents, 
State Stocks and Bonds , 
Hartford Bank Stocks, 
Miscellaneous Bank Stocks, 
Corporation Stocks and Bonds, 
R ailroad " " " 
County, City and Water Bonds, 
Real Estate , 
L oans on Collateral, 
Real Estate Loans , . . 
Accumulated Interest and Rents, 
T oTAL CAsH A ssETS, 
LIABILITIES. 
Cash Capital, . . 
Reserve for Outstanding Losses, 
Reserve for Re-Insurance, . . 
Reserve for all other Claims and Liabilities, 
NET SURPLUS, 
T OTAL ASSETS, 




















TOTAL LOSSES PAID SINCE ORGANIZATION OF COMPANY, $50,169,929 .91. 
D. W. C. SKILTON, President. J. H. MITCHELL. Vice-President. 
EDW. MILLIGAN, Secretary. JOHN B. KNOX, Assistant Secretary. 
LOVEJOY & SPEAR, :.tanagers Western Department, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
GEOKGE H. T YSON, Manager Pacific Department, San Francisco, Cal. 
] . W. TATLEY, Manager Canadian Department, Montreal, Canada. 
THE BEST QUALITY 
COAL and WOOD 
MAY BE HAD AT 
7 46 Main Street. W. C. MASON & CO. 
(Successor to J. J. Poole & Co.) 
R. SPIEGEL 
Clothes Cleaned and Pressed 
Suits Made to Order 
20 Church St. 
(xv) 
Gateson, '0.1: • • A pretty boy; yo ung , but Oh My 1 " 
LIBBY & BLINN, 
164 State Street, Hartford, Conn., 
CONTRACTORS FOR 
stoam, Hot wator Boating ana voutilating DDDaratus 
FAN SYSTEM 
for Heating and Ventilating. a Specialty. 
MERCER- COTTAGE- GOLD-MILLS BOILERS 
In charge of the Heating of the Trinity Natural History Building. 
SEND FOR CATALOGUES. 
Knee Caps , 
and Anklets, \ 





Mad<: of "tout Silk, 
Medium Silk, 
Linen and Cotton. 
TRUSSES 
: :· 2 C. P. GLADDING ) I s. Gg~'ij~~~t& co 
Druggists, 
1203-5 M9.in St. 
(/~~~~~1 
A. D. BERMAN, 
Dealer in 
NEW AND SECOND HAND 
CLOTHING. 
Boots and Shoes also bought 
and sold. 
160 Front Street, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
PAYING t-jiGtiEST CASti PR.ICES FOR. 
WtiATEVER.. CAST-OFF CLOTtiiNG 
YOU MAY tiAVE TO 
DISPOSE Of. 
Drop me a Postal, giving your 
address, and I will call on you. 
Schwartz, 'o6: "A head that's to be let, unfurnished. " 
( xvi) 
N. H . : "Tush! T u sh ! Fear boys with bugs!" 
CLASS AND FRATERNITY PINS 
DIAMONDS, WATC H E S 
RICH J E W E LRY 
L eadi n g J e \Nelers of' Connecticut 
HENRY KOHN & SONS 
890 Main Street 
THIS 
~ 
BOOK WERE MADE BY THE 
8t:~,t£ C6'~8~~<a~~· 
.?C7=oJo ~fad/ten?t'on ~__, 
BUFFALO, N.Y. 
WORK IS ENDORSED BY OVER TWO HUNDRED BUSINESS 
LARGEST ENGRAVING HOUSE FOR COLLEGE PLATES IN~ 
THE STATES. WRITE FOR PRICES AND SAMPLES. OUR 
~GERS OF COLLEGE ANNUALS. J ~ 
(xvii) 
Johnson , ' 03 : '' Doubtless God c ou ld have made a homelier man , 
but doubtless he nev er did. " 
~~~1 
I JJewellews9 1 
~ Silversmiths and D iamond Merchants, ~ 
~ Fine Watches, Bric-a-Brac, Optical Goods, ~ 
I 
94 1 Main S treet, next to Opera H ouse, ~ 
H ART F ORD, CO NN. ~ 
i Dempsey & Carroll's Fine Engraving, Society S tationery, ~ 









LARNED & HATCH, 






Dibble, '04 : .. How is' t with you , 
That you do be- nd your eye on vaca ncy?" 
Holderness School 
FOR BOYS 
PREPARES for Colleges and Technical Schools. High order of training in mind and body. Individual influences and 
instruction. Gymnasium. Athletic field, run-
ning track. Moderate terms. Catalogue. 
Rev. Lorin Webster, M. A .• 
R E C T O R. 
PLYMOUTH, 
N.H. 
Publisher of Genre Photographs and Reproductions of the Paintings in the 
Yale School of Fine Arts . 
Medal at Chicago, Photographers' Ass'n of America, 1887. 
1st Prize, Buffalo, Photographers' Ass'n of America, 1891 
1st Prize , Edward L. Wilson, New York City, 1892 
Eastman Co. , Rochester, New York, 1893 
Art Magazine Competition, 1st Prize, 1899-1900 W orld 's Fair, 1893 Paris, 1895 
Michigan State Association, 1897-1898-IS99 i\Iunich, 1895 London, 1895 
Pictures !Iung Permanently in Art Galleries of Munich, Paris and London, 1895 
1-ll~RBER".r IL-\.N1::> ALL, 
P ORT.UA.ITU R E 
STUDIOS: New Haven, Conn., l062-l064 Chapel Street. Hartford, Conn., Cor. Main 
and Pratt Streets. Ann Arbor, Mich., Washington Block. 
( xix) 
STOUT'S : "Was ever book containing s uch v ile m atter ? " 
ANYTI-ilNG YOU WANT 
Tt-jAT A DR.UG STOR.E Sl-fOULD 1-f AVE You will f ind at th e 
MAR._WICI\ DR._UG STOR._ES 
CORNER M AIN and ASYLUM STREETS - - - - ASYLUM and FORD STRE ETS 
QUALITY TliE BEST, PRICES TliE LOWEST 
I can give you a HAIR CUT, SHAVE, SHAMPOO, 
or any old thing that you want me to. 
When you're on Asylum Street just stop for a shave at the 
TRINITY BARBER SHOP 
J. G. MARCH, 
Room 1, Connecticut Mutual Building 
E ntr a n ce$ : 783 Main Street, 36 Pearl Street. 
INDEMNITY COMPANY 
g uarantees the fid elity of p e r s ons holding pos itions of trus t 
ancl the execution of contracts othe r than ins urance policies, 
including cons truction work and furnis hing s upplies. When 
r equire d to fnrni s h a g·uarantee, our 
SURETY BONDS 
will b e found a mos t s atisfa c tory and conveni ent f o r m to 
m eet this r equire1ne ut. Corresponde nce inv ite d. 
HOM!!: 0 1""1'"'\CI!: 
650 MAIN STREET 
HARTFO R D 
~X!!:CUT IVI!: O FI'"'/C I!: 
68 WILLIAM STREET 
NEW Y O RK 
PLATE GLASS A ND BURGLARY INSURANC E 
(xx) 
R.ehr, 'o6 ~ "They say we are 
Pierce , 'o 6 : . , 
Gateson , 'o6 Almost as Joke as eggs. 
SCHMIDT & FOX 
Watcgmafter~ anb 9le\tlder~ 
Dealers in Fine Watches, Diamonds. Jewelry 
. and Sterling Silverware. 
19 P e arl St., n ear Main , HARTFORD, CONN . 
CLARK & SMITH 
PRINTERS 
49 Pearl St., HARTFORD, CONN. 
R OBERT G A R V I E 
PRACTICAL PLUMBER AND GAS FITTE~ 
GAS FIXTURES A SPECIALTY 
No. 12 MULBERRY S'r. HARTFORD, Oo:r-."N. 
( xxi) 
B lakeslee , 'o6: " The bi g round t ears 
Coursed one another down his innocent nose 
In piteous chase. ' ' 
GO TO THE 
BIG CIGAR STORE 
l •'OR YO U U . 
CIGARS, TOBACCO, PIPES. 
Pra11k H. Crygier, 
248 ASYLUM STR EET. H artfo rd L ife Build i n g . 
Wholesale and Retail. Smoke " Crown Jewels . " 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Playing only First-class Attractions 
~~ 
H. C. PARSONS, 
Manager. 
The Heublein) European Plan. 
FACING BUSHNELL PARK 
Junction of Lewis, Wells and Trumbull Streets. 
HARTFORD, CONN . 
( xxii) 
E 
THOMAS J. SINNOTT, 
Sanitary Plumber and Gas Fitter, 
Steam and ... 
Hot Water Heating. 
248 PARK STREET. 
E s timates Furnish ed on Applicatio n . 
" The hand that hath made thee fair hath made thee good. " 
Larchar, 'o3: "And now am I, if a man should speak trul)!, little better 
than one of the wicked." 
Class of 'o3: " The one thing finished in this hast )! world." 
Vanderbogarl, 'o3: " The lunatic, the lover and the poet are of imagination 
all compact. " 
Sherwood, 'o5: "A man I am, crossed with adversi"t)!." 
ohe 'Wm. H. Post Carpet Co. 
CARPETINGS ~ 
~W'l .................... ~YlpAw~a) 
RUGS, 
WALL PAPERS, AND UPHOLSTERY, 
219 Asylum St .• 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
(xxiii) 
J . H. 0.: "And if h is n a m e be Oeorge, I ' ll call him P et er , 
Por new-made h onor doth forget men's names." 
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, ~edicat Dept. 
The Uni'Versity and CJ3elle'Vue Hospital Medical CoUege. 
SESSION OF 1903-1904. 
~ 
T HE Session begins on ~ednesday, SEPTEMBER 30, 1903, and continues for 
eight months. For the annual circular, giving requirements for matricu-
lation, admission to advanced standing, graduation, and full details of the 
course, address Dr. Egbert LeFevre, 26th St. and First Ave., New York. 
~ 
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M. b., LL.D., Dean. 
PHONOGRAPHS. HIGH GRADE RECORDS AND ALL SUPPLIES. 
ELECTRIC 
§'{OVEL TIES. 
Disc Talking Machines. 
N. A. SPERRY, 
All Repairing 
Promptly Done. 
85 Pratt Street, HARTFORD, CONN. 
85-93 PRATT ST. 
M f 0 ~, ~~~ . 
Compare work and prices a nd you will know where to go for your Photos. 




TALK FOR US 










Graha m , 'OS : "The devil h a th power 
To assume a pleas in g s hape . " 
THE BARBER INK CO. 
FRANK E. j o H ;-.;sos, Pres. NATHA.l\IE L G. V A LESTI NE, Vice-Pres. 
\ V!LLIAM P. B Al{ URR, Scc' y and Treas. 
Manufacturers of ·~STANDARD" INKS AND 
MUCILAGE .J1. INK EXTRACTS .J1. WHITE 
PASTE.;~- AMMONIA AND BLUEING 
MANUFACTORY and OFFICE: J66 PEARL STREET 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT $$ Telephone Connection 
PLIMPTON MFG. CO. 
liiGii GR.ADE PRINTING, EMBOSSING 
AND liALf-TONE WORK A SPECIALTY 
PLATE PRINTING AND ENGRAVING 
ENVELOPES AND BLANK BOOKS 
Of EVER.Y DESCRIPTION 
liAR..TfOR.D .;J. .J1. .J1. .JI. .;J. .;J. CONNECTICUT 
35 Nassau Street, NeW' York City 
1. Follows the DW'ight Method of legal instruction, the method of that great teach~r, 
Prof. Theodore W. Dwight. 
2. Gives thoroughly practical instruction, developing the principles of 
the Jaw and the reasons up •n which they rest. 
3· Is in New York Cit y,-the best place to learn New York Law and procedure,-the most 
desirable place in which to establish a lawyer's practice. Its location in the city affor ds a n 
opportunitv to a ttend the sessions of the courts, and also to gai n practical experience in 
lawyers' offices, in connection with the law school stud y of legal principles. 
4· Con fers the degree of LL. l:l . in two years; of LL. M. in three years. 
5· H as a Day School and also an Evening School. A student can attend either. 
6. Had 831 students in attendence the past year (•9ot - HJ02); of these 289 w ere college 
g raduates. 
GEORGE CHASE, Dean, 35 Nassau Street. 
(xxv) 
. _.-,_.., . 
• _ .. ' •o: ~, ~ 
. . . ·--.·~-~ 
'": 
. . ' 
. -.... :· .. ::· __ 
.. -~ 
Cam eron , ' o6 ~ 
Cameron , 'o6 : '' All gall is divided in t o t hree par ts. " 
Cameron , ' o6 
Adn1iral Cafe 
M. B. SMITH, Proprietor. 
SCHLITZ MILWAUKEE, BURTON AND BASS 
FROM THE WOOD. 
ROB ERT J , AllYN , PROP. 
JOHN J. DAHILL, ,._ANAG£1'1. 
TOOTHAKER BROS., 
Tailors, 
New S age.::.lllle n Buildin g, 
902 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Room.s J2, 33, 34, 35. 
American and European Plans. 
>I' 
Located in the business center, corner As]!lum 
and T rumbull S treets . E lectric cars pass the 
door ever )! two minutes. Hotel Electric Bus 
m eets all /rains. 
>I' 
American P lan: $3.50 t o $!5 .00 per day. 
E u r opean P lan: $1 .50 t o $3.00 per d a y . 
HANLON & MURPHY, 
Plumbing and Heating, 
}Si ec trical }Sng iJJ eering 
a11d Co n s tru ctiOJJ • •. •• 
GAS and ELECTRIC LIGHT FIXTURES. 









Trumbull, 'oJ: " I am s low of stud y ." 
Wqr Jqrenix :mutual 
14ifr 3Jnauranrr Qln. 
0 F HART F 0 R D, C 0 N N E C T I CUT 
ASSE'rS, - - - 816,000,000 
L----------------------------------Issues every desirable form of Policy known to 
Modern Life Insurance. 
The Life, Endowment and Annuity Policy issued 
only by this Company combines 
PRO'.l'ECTI0:-1', I:\'"VES'.l'~IEY.l' , 
PROYISIO:-. l?OR OI~D AGE 
in one Contract. 
Sample Policy, Rates, etc., mailed upon appli-
cation to the Home Office. 
1Jon<JtllUll i!l. i!lttttn>. Jrrsillrut 
1Juljll m. ljulrmubr, 11lirr-1frrs't lOillium .A . .fl'luorr. S>rr"y 
.A . .A. ntdrl! . .Actuary uull .Armistuut S>rrntury 
S>. lij. Qlurn\urll, .Aas"t S>rr"y 
THE STUDENTS' RESORT 










EIMER & AMEND 
20Z-2ll '.l'UIRD A V E:-(UE 
C. P. CIIE~.IICAI~S .~xn ACmS, 
Cllli~UCAL APPARATUS, SCIENTIFIC INSTUU~I1~:-.TS 
SOLE AGE>ITS l ''OR JR:-IA_ NOR~IAJ- GLASS, 
BEST LAUOR.\.TORY GLASS EVER 1\IADE 
(xxvii) 
Orahame, 'o6: " The hairs of thy head are all numbered. " 






THE LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE FLOWER STORE 
IN NEW ENGLAND. 
Prex: " Know a house when you sec one? '' 
R.ankin , 'oJ "Yes, sir." 
Prex: u Humph r " 
Craig, ' OJ: " I'm not very pretty, but I' m awfully good." 
There once was a dear little bro . , 
Who tried his small sister to smo., 
When he found she was dead 
He cried , but they said : 
" Never mind, we'll get you ano." 
Thomas, ' OJ: " For m y voice, I have lost it wilh howling and s inging of anthems ." 
Brad in, 'o3: " His equal lives not: Thank Ood for that I" 
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